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Standard, Est. April., 584. PADUCAH, KY., SATURDAY MORNING,- FEBRUARY 3, 1906.
FURTHER DISORDER
Is Expected In Russia 'hen
Spring Be Reached.
THE AGRARIAN ELEMENT
GREATLY DISSATISFIED.
Marattals of Nobility, Zemstvoists
and Others Predict a Most Dis-
astrous Uprising.
EMPEROR ISSUES A
PLAIN, MANDATE.
STRONG
 
ADVOCATE TOOK LAUDANUM
MAYOR YEISER BELIEVES IN MISS QUEENIE M'CLURE TOOK MR. W. B, SMITH, OF LOUIS-CONTINUING ELECTRICAL A LARGE DOSE YES- VILLE, ARRIVED HEREINSPECTOR.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 3.—In view
of the profound conviction prevail
ing among the marshals of the no-
bility, member of 'the Zemstvos and,
other claese, whieh are in direct
touch with the peasants that the
• 'spring will witness a renew of
agrarian disorder, throughout tile
country on a more alePlorable scale
tha never before, the emperor has
addresoet a p'ain, outspoken inaudat.!
to the, peasantry, setting forth that.
the rights of property are sacred and
that the peasanta-will be violating his
will if they attempt to enter into
pessession of private lands. At the
-erne time his majesty has assured
:the peasants that %suns the co opera-
tion of the national aseettrbly he will
institiste measures for their relief.
The emperor's words were deliv-r-
ed personally to a deputation from
the, Kursk government and which
went broadcast through all the em-
pire in hope of Fonteracting
. 
the wide-
spread belief prevailing among the
maeses of the peasantry that his maj-
esty had ordered the distribution of
all private lands and that only land
• owners and officials were itampteng
the execusiten, of his will.
Cient's Address.
The emperor on this occasion ad
dressed the Kursk peasants as "My
Brothers," and talked to them in
simple Russian terms capable of be-
ing understood by the most ignorant
peasant. He said:
"lam most glad to see you. You
must know very well that every right
oi property is sacred to the state.
The owner has the same right to
his land as you peasants have toyours. Communicate this to your
felkiws in the villages.
"In my solicitude for you I do notferg.-t the pfasants whose needs aredear to me
 and I shall look after
them perpetually as did my late lathei. The Go.:ea,,e•--Ivennaia Duma(National Assembly) will soon a.
semhk and in co-operating with medeicing; the best measures for your
relief. Have confidence in me. I
will aseiat you. But I repeat that
remember always that right of prop
erty is holy and inviolable."
IfaMaci• Trouble
pount Eugene Troubelskoy, whopiresented the resolution* of the mar-
shals of the nobility to the emperor,in an interview attributed the agrar-ian troubles directly to the revolt*tionary propaganda. He expected
excesses in the spring when thepeasants throughout the empire inpreparing to take possession of andsow private land, will become wild-er than ever, because they will b:finable to agree on a division of the
spoils and will fall to fightingtaniong
themselves. The land owners arenow practically ruined. The convo-
cation of the trational assembly isimmediately necessary to enable thegovernment to raise money abroad,set it on its feet and enable it to car-ry out its plane for the Wholesale
colonization of Siberia, which meal'saff imperative •measure of relief..
CALL FOR A CAUCUS
Or-DEMOCRATIC SENATORS
Are Alarmed by Senator Patterson's
Support of the Administration.
Washington, Feb. 2.—A call for 31relict's of Dentocretic 4C1111tors, to heheld Setif:relay. was homed yesterday.The chief stibject of proposed partyconsideration is the Santo Domingotreaty. Several minority leadters midtoday that at the last *erosion all buttwo of their member were pledged, tooppesse the treaty, and there twOWere not in' Washing:ten at the timethe pledgee were ohntined. The lead-ere believed the pledges Were ;it' in
• rect, and a ratrein at this ss.ionnotiptedled. • They have been
• initch colloerned, however, by the ac-lion of Senator tPattersott in support-ing the administration position, His
attitude created surprise and is re-sponsible for the 14.511Rnte of a eau.-
cus
TERDAY. YESTERDAY.
City Engineer Washington Making -Complained of Headache, and In-
For Use ie Lawsuit— ete-cl Taking Few Drops.
Causei Street Sufferings. Gulped Quantity,
Mlayor Yeiser yesterday said that , Yesterday afternoon about a,he was a strong advocate of contitiu-, o'clock Miss Queenie McClure, ofing the city electrician, or petit/tenets Campbell tetreet,., took a large
electeical inspector, but believed in dose of laudanum arid came near dy-
additig Whig duties those of building ing a, a result, but Dr. W. J. Bass.iteepector. He Will urge -.Mat the Ily hard work, saved her. She was
office be continued. !resting easy early this morning.
Tha inspector was employed for The girt is only seventeen years of
six months only, and his tenure ex.. age and the da hter of Mr. G. W.pired the first of last months but the McClure, who • employed at thequero of continuing office was, re-, cordage factory n Ninth and Boydfer .the_proper corninitten which streets. Yesterday . she complainedheel never jet made awe. report ; of an agonizing headache and wentIt. is more than probably the' to Breeden's drug store at Ninthpglition will not be abolietied as the and Trimble. after some tablets. In-
stead of buying these site kurehased
a vial of laudanum and returned to
her home, where she gulped lessen
the entire contents. of the bottle.
Her mother ,asked her if she had tak
en several .drops of. the medicine to
ease hr pain and she replied that
she had taken all of .it. She hadpolice department where not many gone to her room and laid down onarrests are being made. The city the, bed where she was, fast beinglockup prisnMers are Worked upon the overcome with the drug when Dr.fnibliv streets cleaning them up, but Bass was *Amite-it:ed. 1+e found heris the .pattoltnan find things quke4 Condition growing quite critical, andand do . not make many arrests, the resorted to the stomach gurnp, anti-police court judge therefore has not dotes and emetics, with the resentanyone to convict of crime and send that these combited remedies, finallythem to jail. The street department brought her out of danger after anemployed by the city does muds of
the cleaning work, but the major por-
tion is, performed. by the prisoners
who are known 2,5 the "chain gang'
%hale out upon- the street.
Not half a &gen arrests have been
mink since the first of this weelet
and this- is considered• unusually
;Oen enrount of good. effected has al-
ready been evidenced.
, Scarcity of Prisoners.
The cleantineses of the public
streets, alleyways and gutters is eurf-
feriirg a little just. at present, on ac-
count-of the &Mutest prevailing in the
Plat For Lawsuit.
City Engineer I.., A. .Washington
is making for the Padurab Veneer
arid Lumber company, and the radii-
cab Cooperage emnpany, a plat of
every foot of property running from
Isktid creek to the Paducah veneer
company's mil, and between Meyers
street and the river bank in Mechan-
icsburg. This plat is for use in liti-
gation now pe•ndlug between there
two companies.
The cooperage company owns
property adjoining the veneer work;
in Midchenictburgt and ciaims the
veneer works boa confiscated ten feet
of their ground The veneer epochs
denies this and contende the ground
in controversy is rightfully there own
The cooperage company has sued. for
recovery of the ten foot strip, and
the concerns have gotten thme city
engineer to make a plat sbenving
every inch of ground between the
points mentioned, for Use its time dam-
age slit, as in &le manner the
veneer company hopes, to establish
the fact that the around belongs to
them exclusively.
Chief -Returned
'Chief James Woody of the fire de-
partment. returned yesterday naOrn-
ing at 4
 
o'clock, from Louisrville,
where he went to witness the test
given the severe' new flee engines
purchased by that city's department.
The. testa proVect very sisccessfal, the
machine, being of the latest pattern,
and time chief woo favorably im-
pressed. Hie gni merry painters of
value for use wihien this city decidlee
to buy some nxichines in the (attire.
-,----
, Finance ,to‘adttee•
The city tinanCe committee met
yesterday . afternoon at the office of
Alexander Kirkland, auditor, fon"Pitr'pose of going over the hiller' held
against the municipality, and check
them tip, prepardtory to 'allowance
next week when the hoards, meet in
regular session. The accounts shovhd
that ninny thousand% of &Mars had
heels spent during January, which is
the opening month under the new
Republican regine.
City's Finances.
Auditer Kirlekeds -yesterday fin-
ished his reportl of the finance for
1.the month of Jtanuar. --They IOW*
a balance on ihriftil ntsatt Ilk Of$81,776.8,3:: ranee-hid , ringi4antiary$29,853.50; epeat Sii0t6.31; *balance
on hand Fehredry 1st. $98.714.o2. The
'heavy 'collection's came from saloon
and other licenses.
Those people not paying their li-
cense by the first of February have
to hear ten per cent penelty put on.
Congrecentah David H. Smith, of
ehe .Fourth (Ky.) district, has an
flounced ilia candidacy, for re-election
reconsideting hir forrntr derision in
the matter.
The suprente court 'has issued an
'order staying the, Maniste in the.f•el Howirti ease until March 2.
hoer" bard Wari>•
After the was brought to pertiee
asked her what the 'had tried to kill
herself for and she replied she was
tired of living. On being quizzed
as to whether she thdught she would
VOL 22, NO. 236
FORMER ,BANKER PEACE COMES LABOR COMMITTEE
DEATH OF MISS FANNIESINGLETON, CLOSES BEAU-
TIFUL LIFE.
PRESIDENT HART, OF CEN-TRAL BODY, SELECTS
THEM.
Pres. William Katteriohn, of Con- A Brilliant Woman Endoered With SItiesrs, Geterge Walters and L. K,
struceioe Works, Here—Butchers else (-- 
- 
. r rant-
.Will Not- Incorporate. escrated Existence.
fort, Ky.
Mr. Ai. B. Smiths the former
banker of this city and Louisville, ar-
rived here iyesterday and is at The
Pabnee. His business here is of a
private nature and,, he will not be in
the city veiny long. •
'Mr. Smith was one of the organ-
izers of the Globe Bank and Trust
company of ,this city, .but latet was
connected with the Western National
bank of the Falls City, where he now
makes ilvis home.
Overhauling Plant.
President William Katterjohn, of
the Katterjoisu Construction works,
yesterday retwnecl 'here from hie big
plaet up ale.iCkdar Bluff, Ky.; Where
he is lraving the mammoth machinee,
crushers and other appurtenances
put in •first clam cohditioneele indus-
try being overhauled for the coming
snneteser's rush. His superintendent,
Me. tat Helloran, is down in Old
Messier> for six weeks and durino the
othens absence everything is being
goise over unckr supervision of the
President who remains there while
the euperintendent is off on 'his vaca-
tion. It will take several weeks to
ovethatil the quarrying ousrtt that has
not Undergone this in four years.
,President Charles Hart, of the Ceptral Labor Union, has selected 'his
standing committees who are toATV< for a period of six months, .
which is the.length of time the pres-ident server, and his committees can
not remain standing longer than he'fl-knot twortanditityiosnthle:dt tbhereen 6,9:6:r 
continues in office.
expececariounrea_.
The committees, are as follows,*at any moment the dissolution which the first mentioned behind eacih healarrived shortly after press time yes-terday.
Mies. Singleton was stricken withillness about thret weeks ago at
Dlawson where she was house super-intendent fes the Arcadia hotel. The
ailments were of a complicated) na-
ture and, frotrw the outset it, was seen
'her condition .was a hopeless one.
The attack summoned to her bed.
-side -her brother, shfr.- -Gus- Sing1ctöii,
who realized her state was such that
she was removed ten days ago to this
city and carried to his home on
North Sixes. There she gradually
everlasting sleep at the hone men-
trefieoneaw worse -until her eyes closed in
Never did there 'reside this city
a more noble aid consecrated Chris-
tian lady who -was miore universally
beloved and treldl in closer or higher
estimatton that the possessor ot this
beautiil e-haracter evlhich is now rest-ing in the merited land beyond. She
was one of those ladies whose eleg-
ant attributes touchnd deeply the
hearts of everybody whether
stranger Cr friend, as her life was a
again make a trial at is route lead- ,
togerher for their mutual pros sweet object lemon for all, her deep-ing to death, she said vibe did eat I T178know We* gligetligglilikks, tailgate and benefit, selected the cat interest seeming to be for thoseoffices-a and °feinted their mission. Avfrnmi he lensed, and that included- • -
KENTUCKY WOMAN but the inicorporatien wilt not be
effected. For a while they were
IGETS JUDGMENT• thinking of incorporating.
Will Not Incorporate.
I The Butchers' association has de-
cided nog to file articles of incorpora-
tions for their new organization, on
account of that not being 'deemed
neoessary. They have banded them-
Evansville, Ind., Feb. 2. —Mrs .
Bent Scott was given judgment here
for $2,000 against Tepe & Frick, drug
gists. Mrs. Scott charged that they
sold her husband, who was a travel
ing man from Shelbyville, Ky., mor-
phine by mistake for quinine that re
suited in his death. She sued for$1003130.
. BIDS 
REJECTED
THE PARIS, TENN. PEOPLE
WILL NOT BUILD RIGHT
AWAY
The Proposals Offered for Their
College Building by Contractors
Were All Refused.
Yesterday morning the Paducah
contractor, received word from Paris
Tenn., that there !had been rejected
all the bids put iu for construction
ot the combined city and county
sehool and college,' on acount of the
figures the contractors submittedbeing entirely too high for the
amount of money the people wanted
to expend. This mean* that the
structure will not go up right away.
The people of Pdris and that coun
ty intended to use the building joint-ly and maintain therein a college
also., It is their desire to expend$45,000, but the plans as now
drawn call for a structure that can-
efil possibly be put up for less than. ,
ennoderable more the nthat.
The Paris Medicine company was
started at Parii. Tenn., and after
buVelihg eup.to good-sized proportions
Moved to St. Louis, where the con-
cern has grown to one of great rich-
ness. Naturally feeling an interestift the old home of the company the
pleprietere are contributing liberally
towards the institutional building in
ender to put the torn in possession
of a firetsclass structure.
Wednesday afternoon the commit-
tee having charge of the bids, open-'
ed the proposnle and adjourned until
Wedne.daY night when they 'held
snother session, at which time they
rejected all the tispirese. They would.
not give out what contractors werethe lowest and highest.
SMITH NAMED 
-GOVERNOR
GENERAL CAP PH.ILIPPINES
Washington, Feb. 2.- 111;e ,pres,i-
clieltt yesterday sent the following
notninittioas to the senate: Governor
General of t he Philippine Telen0,--
Jarnee F. Smith, California, vice,
Henry Clay Hee resigned, to take
effect June t, teo6.
Moving In:
As ansicipated through these
colennos yesterday :Mies FannieSingleton passed away at 3 o'clockyesterday morning after a three
weeks Innen; at the residence of herbrother, Col. Gus G. Singleton, ofNorth Sixth near Mloniroe streets.
• all human kind.
She was born in this city July title
dencie. which then Stood USW
Y 049) in Oil fltrietotl._jf_rliby resi-
d South
Fourth between Kentixicy avenue'The Meter,. Bartlestiak are nett' and Washington street. Ever since
moving into their new building on that time this has been her home,South Third street beside the Mettil with exception of a few years. For& anger undertaking establish- many years; the was engaged in the
mient, where they will open an in-
stallment house. It will be a week
or two yet before they are ready for
business.
VIGOROUS PLAN
HUMANE
NO
SOCIETY WILL BE
SHORT-LIVED
AFFAIR.
Attorney Corbett Getting Laws and
Data Together for Use in the
Prosecutions
The promoters of the Humane so-
ciety now have their legal advisor,
7rinfarr=t7777;7677;71
the statutes and city ordinance and
gathering together all she laws af-
fecting parties ;veiny or treating an-
imals in an improper manner lot use
when the prosecutions arise. Those
behind the ociety do not propose to
let this organization go like so many
have in the past, which means a vig-
°tells ex:-tence of for a few months,
to then meet a slow and natural
dead,. That will not occur in this
instance, as they *intend to spare
neither time nor expense to vigor-
!finely prosecute everYbody found
guilty of not treating their' poor
dumb brutes in a bad manner.
Yesterday Attorney Corbett in go-
ing over the ordinances found that
which prescribes that any one guilty
of beating dumb brutes, not proper-
it feeding and caring for them, or
working 'incapacitated animals shall
be fined from $s to St° for the first
conviction, the amount of the penal-
ty to be prescribed by the police
court judge. For the second Offense
this. party is to be assessed just
double the first penalty.
Mr. Corbett will have hie by-laws
completed within a week 'or two, as
be wants to include' in same every-
thing possible, looking towards ad-
vancement of the cause. When they
arc finished he will call a meeting of
the society' to present the compile-
tifin to'thent.
Thin thing of every' 'heartless man
treaties( his animals just to suit him-
atli regardless • of 'humanity, • has
been going on for years past, but it
it a thing that will be tokiated no
longer, and warrants Will be pro-
cured against every guilty one, n3
matter thew high or love their 'crea-
tion IS in life.
,iakas- Algal
being the chairman of that body:
Legislative—W. A. Mooney, ship
carpenter; J. R. Thompson, machin-ist, and L. B. Larsgston, carpenter.
Arbitration—H. Carro:1, caulker;Harry Evans, electrical wortcer, andHolland Young, plumber.'
Isabel—E. J. Morgan, bartender;Jaines Davis, retail clerk, C. G.
-1(-OttfilfTeigarmatrer.
Press—George Walters, printer;Cecil W. Trotter, leatherworker, Jas.Edwards, painter.
Ways and Means—John MeGarrigal, boilermaker; R. M. Miles,leatherworker, William Downs, painter and wallpaperer, William Herbst.plumber, and W. W. Wilson, bar-tender,
Child Libor, Law.
Yesterday morning Mr. George
Wailers returned from Frankfort,
White last night Lawyer L. K. Tay-lor returned -awn the state capitols
where both went as representative's
ol the labor unions of this city to
urge the adoption by the legislature
of the child labor law. Messrs.Campbell Flournoy, 'Thomas Haiti-
son, Dennis Mocquot and others who
opposed the bill, come back today,they having been sent up by thebusiness men of this city.
The bill was expected to tome. be-
the committee on labor There
day, but was posetkined mail nextWednesday. Mr. Walters says somefeatures of the bill are not very goodand attempts %vs)t be made to have.boarding 'house cabling, and her them expunged and the measure -
I
bright, chieerful and, unusually then adopted by the labor unions offnendly disposition always converted the states while other delegationsthe places i.to large family circles will fight the matter all the waythat were eagerly sought by all Sr through in opposition.was associated with her eines-, \has
Aggie Singleton, who died several
years ago. About three years ago
she 'became connected with the South
Kentecky college at Hopkinsville.
Where she remained (or a year or so,
afterwards taiding the house superin-
tendency of Hotel Arcadia at Daw-
son, she being especial';- adapted to
the cabling, on account of her long.
experience in this city.
Besides being of a lovable and
genial disposition. Mine Singleton was
'blessed with a very bright mind,
evidencing quite a literary turn and
Pouventitig high intellectual attain-
nients that produced many enter-
taining short stories and composi-
tions; which she amassed as a past-
time. The deceased was a daft com-
municant of the First Christian
canireli which keel a most valued and
devout member by her dissolution
that creates a vacancy "elicit can
never be Mod.
With the ,death of the deceased
there is left only one member of the
immediate family, her &other, Col.
'Gus G. Singleton. She was' an aunt of
County Jailer James Eaker, . County
Coroner Fnank Eaker, Engineer Lee
Eaker, Contractor Edwaed Eaker and
the others of that well -IC-mown family.
She is aleo the aunt of Mr. Harry
Singleton, clerk at 'the Paducah
Banking company, of Mies Lizzie
Singleton, the school teacher, and
Mrs. John Combs of Louisville.
Her dissolution *tikes irreparable
sorrow to the hearts of all frienda
who extend their sincere consolation
to the bereaved relatives in their better
of sadness.
This triorniiiss at to o'clock the
funeral sservions :will be conducted' at
the First Christian church, conducted
by Rev. W. H. Pinkerton and Rev.
,D. W. Bass, latter of the Tenth
street Christian church. Interment
follows at Oak Grove cemetery.
ENJOYING HIMSELF.
Mr. Pat. Halloran Now On His
'four to Old Mexico.
A Jetter received yesterday more-
ing from Contractor Pat Halloran
stated that he, had just arrived in
Old Mexico and wits 'thoroughly en-
joying ,himself, he having gone there'
fir a six weeks' sojourn and tour ef
the cetititry, whidh be has often vis-
ited heretofore. He went to a hull
fight last Tuesday, that heir* the
national sport of Mexico and the
other countries of that vicinity.
1,100 MORE
THAT MANY MORE PATIENTS
TREATED DURING
1905.
At the Directorate Gathering NextWeek There Will Be Opened theBids
 For Improvements.
Chief Surgeon D. G. Murrell, of theIllinois Central 'hospital, has had hisassistants to make out the annual re-port for the institution, which willlie submitted to the board- of direc-tors. when they hold' their . meetingflex week in quarterly session. The
statement shows that during Kosthere was treated, 1,100 more patientsthan were given, medical attentionduring the twelve pre/ceding months,tope. This means every railroader
administered attention out of thelargo institution of West Broaestay.By this there is included thiet•e con-fined at the hospital and those rail-
road men treated at their hotneethe
latter Dot being ill enough t,) go re
the 'hospital for confinement.
At the gathering next week the
directors will --do something towards
letting contracts for the new boiler,
'laundry and other quarters to be
constructed' upon the spacious
-groispits. Surgeon Murrell yesterday
said the bids were all in from the
contractors), hut have never been
opened, and will not he until the
directorate Resembles, when the fig-
ures will be gone over and .some de- -
cieion reached regatditsg starting off
the improvements. It is more than
probable that the board will order
other addition, to the hospital, where
the conveniences have 'to be kept
apace with t'lle growing demands
upon the flourishing institution.
Home Mission Society,
From March 27th to eoth, inclu-
sive, there will he held at Memphis.'
Tenn., the anneal meeting of the
Herne Weston !society for the 'Alertss
phis conference of Methodist church-
es. The gathering will be cendect-
cd at the Madison Height's' church,
and a number of delenates from this
city will attend, reprltseeting the lo-
cal societies of thie nature.
-.wilt' •
S.
.40; •
GRANITE CURB
CITY WIILL BE ASKED TO
PUT THAT AROUND MONU-
MENT PLOT.
Entertaining Features Will Be In-
troduced During Lecture of Judge
Tyler, the 28th.
Dr. D. G. Murrell, chairman of the
James T. Walbert camp of the Con-
federate veterans that is working
with the .Daughters of the Confed-
elracy for the 'Confederate monu-
ment, yesterday stated that
when the monument is gotten up at
Lang's park on Fountain avenue and
Monroe streets, the city wou'd be
asked to put a high granite curbing
all around the edge of the park which
is circular in form. Up through this
high curbing will lead the steps to-
ward monument, which wit have ite
base sitting tip about six or seven
feet above the earth's surface, up on
a knees:Dation of dirt thrown up for
that purpose.
It is the intention of the promoters
to get up at least $25,000 for the
monument and the nest egg for this
fend 'has- already been laid, $2oo being
realized by the minstrels at The Ken-
tucky last Tuesday evening. This
money has been turned over to the
Dattgfhters of the Confederacy, to be
deposited in the bank to the "monu-
ment fond."
The lecture on the 28th of this
month at The Kentucky, will ,be the
"veterans affair" they having charge
of the entire arrangements, while
with the minstrels of this week, the
lacHes orthe -chapter aeSiSted: The
lecture is, that on Generals Forrest to
be delivered by Judge Tyler of Hick-
man. Ky., who went through the
civil war with that distinguished
soldier. Judge Tyler will be intros
tlueed by Hon. Given Campbell, who
was with President Jeff Davis when
be was captured in Georgia:
Murrell has written to Judge
Tyler to know how long his lecture
will be, and if about 45 minutes or
an hour, the physician and others in
charge ,will arrange for other features
to <!elight the public that evening.
Elocution, recitation, solos and musi-
cals attractions will be arranged to
relieve the usual dryness existing
when only a talk is given. Not that
talks in itself will not be highly. inter-
esting and heard by a crowded house,
but these other features would add
to the pleasantry of the occasion.
The promoters of the monument
are giving these entertainments and
attractions in order to get the fund
started off good, and everybdy thor-
oughly interested, when they wi".1
then select committees to receive per-
sonal subscriptions from people, all
of Wheme are expected to donate to
the fund which builds a handsome
structure to memory of Southern
soldiers and women. Several of the
people owning property around the
proposed site of the monument have
announced their intentiou- 04 liberally
etibocribing to the fund, as erection
of the monument there enhances the
value of their property. in addition
to slng that section the most at-
tractive of the city. -
rPhe bodies and others desire to
heartily thank all who took part in
the minstrel, or in any way contrib-
uted to its -emcees. The °chapter will
meet at 2 olclock next Tuesday after-
noon with •Mrs. Beetle Campbell of
- 
Broadway near Seventh street.
SCHOOL PUPILS
QUESTION
TO MEMORIAL FUND TO
BE BEFORE THEM.
OF CONTRIBUTING
Principles Held This Week's Meet-
ing With Superintendent on
Thursday.
DANCE QUESTION
Tomorrow at the meeting held by
the teachers of each school building
in the city thire will be laid before
them the proposition of placing in
front of the children tele question of
subscribing to the fund being gotten
up over this state to erect a monu-
ment in memory of the- teemposereof-
"My 04d Kentucky Home." The
principals' of each building every
Monday call together -the teachers
of their respective sohools to talk,
over things, outline what they want'
to do, and transact other business.
The school children all over Ken-
tucky are being asked to make con-
tributions through the Louisville
Commercial club.
Principals' Meeting.
The principals of the schools did
not hold their weekly meeting with
Supt. Lich yesterday afternoon, but
the afternoon before. Yesterday was
the last day of the scholastic month,
and on that Friday the principals
have to always be at their respective
buildings after school hours to re-
ceive tete monthly reports made out
and handed them by the teachers,
making a report for the past school
month upon all the pupils and their
studies. The principals now today
pass in to the superintendent these
statements. On every other week
the principals and -superintendent
meet after study hours each Friday
to confer about the school work.
JUDGE SANDERS DECIDES BEN
BOYD, COLORED, CASE
TODAY.
Mary Craig and Florence Greer, Col-
ored, Were Fined for Engaging
in a Fight
In the police court yesterday morn
lug Judge Sanders continued over
vreil today the warrant chargiag
illen Boyd, cOlored, with a breach of
ordinance. It is claimed' that Boyd
((inducted a very disorderly oegro
dance in a room at the Henry` Gall-
man grocery establishmet on North
Tenth near Trimble street. The
rieighbors have protested so at these
gatherings that a warrant was tin•
ally taken out against. Boyd, who is
the negro shot at by his brother
several weeks ago at the dance, be-
cause he tri-d to put his brother
out of the house for being disor-
derly. Boyd is- the onlored base
ball magnate.
. Mary L. Craig and Florence Greer,
both colored, were fined $5 and costs
each for engaging in a mutual fight
down about Tenth aod Harrison
etreete.
FA Payne was fined $5 and cost%
for being drunk and disorderly out
• about the Illinois Central railroad
yards.
.Claim Notice.
All parties heeding claim; against
the estate of Emily Grab* , are di-
rected to present them to t e under-
signed, • properly certified 0, else
they will be barred, accordin to la*.
CHAS. T GRAIJA ,
;illifiXitLiNgaRet01/1. „
eeene gentlemen teverie; do i
to- talre but tie* trouble Is that
sistiot too oftes-li Is di Se rith dt
First Week Closed.
Yesterday co-ed the first week of
the second half of the school year
and although several days were tak-
en by the echolars promoted, to get
down into their new studies, still
the teachers report they 'have started
oft unusually well and are doing ex-
traordinarily well, with the pros-
pects for as suecessful a last half as
the first half.
NOTICE OF SUIT
DOCUMENT LODGED SHOW-
ING LAURA NEWMAN
SUED HUSBAND
W B Hendon and Margaret Win-
inger Were Granted License to
Marry Yesterday
leaving voine le appear le:fore the .
interstate. corn-meow commission at
its sitting 'here today. '
jMr. Casrlisle was in Covington-- yes-
terday attending to some personal
' matters and went to Frentdort, where
the briefly addressed the legislature.
Yesterday in the county clerk's of-
fice there was filed a notice show-
ing that in the circuit court Laura
M. Newman 'had filed suit for divorce
against J. H. Newman, and attached
his property to satisfy her claim for
alimony.
NEWS IN BRIEF.
Hopkinsvilk has a new bank, its
fifth institution of the kind.
Claude A. Swanson, Virginia's new
governor, evra,s inaugurated Thursday.
James 'ffleir, an old and honored
citizen, and Miss Mary W. Williams,
reepectediaged lady resident, have
died the past few days.
, At Poster Station, Ky., a freight
train of a Louisville and Atlantic
railroad shit a cow and a bad wreck
fable-wed. One man was killed and
two fatally Mitred
A 'homing pigeon, tivorrivontihs old
at the time, was released on the Isle
of Man in August, 1903. It wa's
long ago given up for lost. At last
it has returned to its loft in Liver-
pool.
A catection of the heads and
horns of practically every variety of
game to be found in Northern Rho-
desia has just been added to the
British South African company's
museum in London.
The management of the London
Olympia is giving away $5o nightly
to the members' of the audience who
most nearly estimate the number of
people in the building at 8:3o p. m.
The first prize is $25.
Germany's cavalry, following the
example of the Russians, carries
Swedish camp kettles covered with a
non-conducting substance so that the
heat generated by a fire corutinued
for twenty minutes is sufficient to
do the cooking.
Property Transferred..
J. T. McNichols has sold to W.
M. Milliken property on Jones be-
tween Seventh and Eighth streets
for $75o, and lodged the deed yester-
day for record with the clerk.
Charles Trueheart transferred to
Elizabeth T. Smith 'for Ito, prop
erty on the IlinkeviIle road near
Oak Grove cemetery.
A. J. Perkins and wife sold to G.
W. Perkins for $700, land out in the
county.
E. W. Whittemore sold to Alfred
Herman for $dio, proper'e on Thir-
teenth near Jefferson street.
Licensed to Marry
The clerk issued wedding license
te the following: W B. Hendon,
aged 21, and Margaret Wininger,
aged 21, of the county; I. N. Parrish,
aged 27, hne 011ie Beasley, aged 18,
of the county.
A bill has been introduced in the
national house for the building of a
canal from Astabula, on Lake Erie
to Pittsburg, on the Ohio river, at
a cost of $6o,000,000 and seven years'
work. The bill has been favorably
reported.
Ten Per Cent Brom:tyro Investment.
For $3,5b0_we ease a _3 *telly brick
business building between First and
Second street, lot 18x65, that will pay
permanently to per cent net on the
investment. Nothing better in Pa-
ducah than this for a safe business
building investment.'
temore Real estate Agency,
Fraternity building. Both phones 835
Admiarl Togo to Visit America.
Tokio, Feb. r.—It is announced on
reliable authority that Admiral Togo
will visit America in April with two
armeredi cruisers.
BACK IN THE OLD
KENTUCKY HOME.
John G. Carlisle and William Lind-
say Were Both in the State
Thursday.
- Feb. 1. --Two of Ken-
tiseley'e most distinguished sonis who
are for the time reticlents of New
York are within the borders of the
state today. They are John G. Car-
lige, former secretary of the trea44-
trry, and Judge William Lindsey', who
Tepees:enter!, the state with such mitten;
did' ability in the Renate. '
Senator tindsay is „in Louisvill
IP IR_
in fur
Itedd-Pdied of sveimmInit, La JAI—%
The estate of the late Charles
Lockhart, of Pitteburg. which has
been raricou4y estimated, has been
declared to he memeh $em000,coo by
the manager of the estate in a state-
ment to the board of tax revision.
Lockhart was a coal oil .king when
he died.
At Braybrooke Church. England,
is still to be seen a monster trumpet,
sixty-six indhes long, which was used
in the early part of the last century
to summon the people to church, in-
stead of church hells,. It was also
formerly used by the choir leader
during services.
At a recent political meeting in
/Brighton, England, a speaker, finding
that the point of one of his jokes •
"I had hoped, gentlemen, that yeu Special Salehad / missed, sorrowfully remarked:
would have laughed at that." A
plaintive voice came through the si-
lence: "I laughed, Insister." Then
everybody laughed.
s Senator Patterson, democrat, de-
clared Wednesday that he did not
believe that President Roosevelt
would accept a third term and other
wise complimented and defended. -Min.
He made use of the statement while
speaking upon the president's posi-
tion upori the San Domingo and the
Moroccan queetions. ,
Thomas G. Watkins, for 21 years
a member of the editorial staff of
the Courier-Journal, and an ex eresi-
dent of the Kentucky Press Aesocia-
tion, died- at/ -his home in- Hart
county last Sunday. He retired from
editorial work two or three years ago
on account of his failing hellth.
Burglars entered the house of
Rev. Dr. E. L. Powell in Isottis•
vitle and stole a check for $400, about
$16 in money, two gold watchee, anti
jewelry of no great value. This is
the fourth time within thirteen
months that Dr. Powell's resigance
has been robbed.
Decision and Action All Needed.
(Chicago Chronicle)
Congress is not so 'busy with the
raffroade but that the twer houses are
still worrying over erniposition to be
made of men Who attempt the life
of the president. The old house bill,
which insists on the president being
killed as such, to give the federal
courts jurisdiction, has been revived
and another, one that passed in the
senate a year or two atio, is again
'before that body, dealing with the
culprit whether his attempt is
"official" or personal. WIhy there
should be any distinction 'nobody
knows. We appear to have disposed
quite effectually and permanently of
all those who 'have murdered- presi-
dents and there is good reason to
suspect that in this case, as in others,
we need more prompt, stern and direct
administration of the laws we have
than any new law Met US leave off
making faces at each other and en-
act it.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
EtoN2es exrid
FZirrzitttre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
1118-220 Court street. Old phone rest
Clem Fransioii.
Moving wagon in connectiee.
ARRANGEMENT OF SCHEDULES AND TRANSFERS ON SOUTH 6TH
AND 3RD ST. BELT LIKE AND JACKSON ST.
Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via Third strc t
Every zo Minutes.
On the hour and at io, 20, 30, leo antl so minutes Past the hour
between 6:00 a. m and so= p. m.
-Car leafes Fourth' and Broadway for Sixth and Broad,via South 6tr St.
Every 20 Minutes.
On the hour and at 20 and 40 minutes past el.e -hour
Between 6:oo a. m. and zo:oo p. m.
Car leaves Fourth and .Broadway for Jackson street
Every 20 Minutes.
At io, 30 and so minutes past the hour
between 6:so a. m. and 9-.50 p. m.
Car' !elves Sixth and Broad, via Third street.
At to:oo, toao, ro:eo and ist:oo p. m.
Car leaves Sixth and Broadway, via Third street
Every so Minutes.
On the hour and at to, 20, 30, 40 and 5o minutes pat t'ae hour.
between 6:so a. rn. and sozoo p. m.
Car leaves Sixth and Broad, via South Sixth street
Every 20 Minutes.
At 10, 30 and so minutes east the hour.
between 6:To a. m. and io:oo p. m.
Car leaves Twelfth and Jackson
Every 20 Minutes.
On the hour and at 20 and eco minutes pact the hour.
between 6:20 a. m. and so:so p. m.
Owl car leaves Sixth and Broad, via South Sixth street
At 10:10, 10:30, 10:50 and it:to p. m.
Passengers can get transfers at Fourth
above cars to all other lines.
Passengers
to southbound
Passengers
at Fourth and
Passtngers
Belt Line car
and Broadwhy from the
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS*
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO T* FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS, NICE PLAIN FLO.
ItAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS A3,4 SELLING AT 6 CENTS P.L.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ITAc Tin SINGLE ROLI.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUI.
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, sec, I5C. aoc
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS. ALL PRICES
TO StaT TH PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT,. INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEThABLic Li;
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL.
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS in
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL 'COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN AU, NEW PAPERS. WE AL IO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
RE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
taking inbound Third street Short Lint car may transfer
Belt Li* car at Third and Norton streets.
taking inbound Third street Short line car may transfer
Broadway to Jackson street car.
taking Jackson 'street car may transfer to outbound
at Sixth and Jackson. L,
WYE YOU THE BIM VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST PADUCAH, KV.
101444,414.0044444444.44.144444.0444.1444•4444.0111.11
E E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING.
Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 52.4 Broadway.
Altriesseseeeeseeee•seesetrowes- veer- vs
so d rn slow; the Carnegie 1Th
min' ter don-support!--Puck. ,
 _a
4
4
• 4
init. 523
MAIM, nom gst CO.
*EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAti REAL ESTAnsi. "WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM: EAS‘
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ir.
EDG• R vd. wiirrircbumka... piLdwah-
miThe Largest Fortune....
1
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLEM
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms s, s and 3 Register Build-
s.ds Broadway,
Or% plheja011:8her• *
Practice 
in 
ancots 
el 
wy monogram on.
--227--
Broadway,
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CU.:E.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS' TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PE
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Subscribe for the Daisy
,
sdsca
•
,
•1110...
t
r
e•
/
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Rev. William. Bourquin of the
Ityanteelical Ohurch of Sout'h' Fifth
street, returned last evening from
Louisville where he has 'been for sev-
eral days this week attending the
Pasdre' Aid branch of the State Sun-
day' School association. The gather-
ing was attexted by many pastors
front over the state and they spent
not only a profitable, but very en-
joyable few days thene. Rev. Bour-
quin will be in his pulpit tomorrow
morning and' evening.
Second Baptist.
"The Wanderer" will be preached
on tomorrow morning at the Second
Baptist chord' by Rev. E. H. Cue-
nighams while at the evening -hour his
will be "A Blodldilr.• To the
Road. To Hell."
•
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Pres-
byterian church will tonsdrow morn-
4 ing preach on "Grace" and at the
• evening hour on "The Lingerer."
Tenth Street Christian.
"Japan" will be takked of at the
morning hour toneue.ow by Rev. D.
%Vt. Bass of the Tends street Chris-
tian dhurch. At night his discourse
%ill pertain to "Baptism" at which
time he will with the blackboard
illestrate his remiarks.
Organise Sunday School.
Tomorrow afternoon the old Retool
building in Mechanicsburg, there will
be organized a Sunday school of the
Christian church which has bought
the 'building from the city's, educa-
tional department that does not now
need it, since completion of the new
'McKinley building. The Sundify
selsoo3 will be gotten together and
0 bold weekly meetings, while later on
a congregation will be organized to
use the building also. It is the de-
sire that everybody isle-Tested be
present tomorrow. Organization of
the Sunday school there will sbe of
great convenience to the people of
Mechaniesburg as now they have to
go all the way down to the Tenth
street church for their lessons and
worship.
Lutheran Church.
Rev. Wen of the German Lutheran
church of South Fifth street, will
preach in the German language to-
morrow morning, and in the English
language at the evening hoed
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. E. H. &oilman of the Cumber
land Presbyterian church will be in
his pulpit temorrow morning and
evening at the usual hours. Mirinclay
evening at 7:ao o'clock be will hold
a meeting of the ekkr. and deacons
at the crtinrch.
Erondkriry Methodist.
Presiding Elder J. D. Blackbird of
the Mlethodint churches, will fill the
pulpit tomorrow morning and. even-
ine- at the Broadway Methodist
church, the second quarterly confer-
ence for vshich congregation will be
conducted this evening. Rev. T. J'.
Newell, the pastor, is away at Mar-
tin, Tenn., and Clinton, Ky., on busi-
tit nets that will keep him out of the
as -city until next Tuesday.
'
First Baptist.
Service% will be *hi tomorrow
morning, afternoon and evenjng at
the usual hours in the First Baptist
ch arch.
North Twelfth Mission.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Striday school services will be con-
ducted Ono the North Twelfth street
Baptise mission church.
Preach At Lone Oak.
Rev. T J. Owen of the City Mis-
don, will go to Lone Oak in the
county, and preach tomorrow morn-
ing and evening,
Yesterday Rev. Owen closed a deal
• for a plot of ground at the end. of
West Tennessee street, giving $too
;or the property, on which he:will
huilti a church this summer, for bene-
fit of the citizens of that vicinity, who
affiliate with the Methodist church. permits the bank to come in and
The ground is very centrally located fight for the policy. The insurance
and apportioned for a mission church company did not know to which of
that will he put up just as soon as the claimants to pay the policy pro-
be can raise the funcin. lie has an- eerds, ..90 filed a suit in the court
other lot on West Broadway and will asking the judge to 'Redid who gets
put a. mission chureb there also. the money. The bank claims it, be-
He is one of the most indefatigable.cause Rose borrowed money from it.
worker. the Methodist church- ever . Thcto! ,re was
nd 
referred hack to Mas-
had, and is always looking arou ' ter Commissioner Cecil Reed for a
see what can be accomplished at„report. at the April term of court,
every point possible for good 1.the sun of Felix G. Rudolph, admin.-
Heard Lecture. 
! isoator of Herbert A. Rost, against
Lag evening a large crowd. heard 
lone T. Rose.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
the lecture of Rector David Wrrisald'
of Glace Episcopal church, who weed
filed his 'report showing settitMetIr
madoe with the administrator in ths
the subject of "Weeds(' and cleliveted litigation of Curling against Mitch-
a theist entertaining anti instructive
add eldrese that h the closest 04' at- 'di.Former Sheriff Lee Potter and
tendon from the large concoured
lie is a vecy
Circuit Clerk Joe Miller were order-
-
d
.. 
learned mat versatile 
I. his les. .ed by the court to produce certain,
an sidel • 
tures are 'highly interestinie 
papers belonging to the divorce suit
of Ed Walbert against Hattie Wal-
- •
Third Street Methodist. 
bert.
There was referred to Master Com
Rev. Peter Fielris of the Third wrissioner Cecil - Reed. to take proof
Street- Methediretsishorch tininor-
"The itn, of assets and liabilities in the-suit of,
roth morning cli on The Registor Publishing
Irrablieble Kit *11ig " while at the 
company
against the. Padircalh Cycle company
-evening hour his thsme will he "Sin
Likened) Unto I.ep.ros:y." 
that flourished .leveral years ago.
The.saction is to 'collect art lcsotint
Dr. Pinkerton Returned, 
held By the paper against the Cycle
Rev W Pinkerton returned last
company owners.
aftwoririiimemmaititmweike'
Cbe GI) u....arches ID I Z • mum I 11 eagratnb..........411111MIIIIIIMep snow1111 I C rom men G. N. Garrett, of Mayersville, Miss., 'but she
"7 took Cardul by my advice and is nay 
wom out fstrual tro
t
Are you dizzy? Does your head swim? Do your eyes blur? Is your stomach sick?
In women, these symptoms are often signs of disordered nervous system, or of liver or heart
trouble, brought on by carelessness in regulating the menstrual functions. These functions
are even more important to women than the bowel functions to either sex. Even if there
is no stoppage, still, a gentle, cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and then
every doctor will tell you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood will decay inside you, and
will be absorbed into your system, causing such pain and suffering as will make you lose
all interest in life.
To cure yourself, take woman's best and safest remedy, menstrual cleanser, tonic
and pain reliever, is the old, reliable, time-tested medicine, which, for over 70 years, has
been a household word in America, viz:
[-WRITE 1/8 F1RANKLYin full conflates:a, tan us all your troubles, whateverthey may be, sad stating your= We will send youyaks* Fres Advice, in plain envelope. Address:wily Advisory Dept., Tbe Chattanooga Medicine Co.,Cbsibuitioga, Tema. I Visman's
evening from Kenton, Ohio, e here
be has 'been for the past three weeks
conducting a series of very success-
ful revival meetings. lie comes back
for a several days rest, and remains
until next Tuesday night, when he
goes to Wilmington, Ohio, to remain
for four weeks. From there he goes
to Pittsburg, Pa., to conduct a sev-
eral weeks protracted gathering.
At the Kenton meeting there were
fifty-nine conveesiores, and' great go(
effected 'Dr. Pinkerton is worn-out
by 'his siege and will deviate his -
tire time wthhe here .to taking a rest.
Hi* many friends are welcoming him
back most cordially and glad hi 'Mow
such' vast goodie accruing to his ser-
vices that never failed of their efforts
Kiftik there.
Christien School.
Rev. john Adanw., the Turkish
'Baptist minister here, yesterday said
he arid Ekler Gorges had been in this
country only about thew months, and
expected to Jemain here mild the
middle of the summer, when they go
back to their home in that foreign
land. Ile stated that they wanted to
raise about Lemon for purpose of
erecting in Turkey a echoob for in-
struction of children. It will be a
theotogical inetitution.
'Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. W. W Arrrestrong oi the
Trimble street Nfiethodiet church .will
fill his pulpit tomorrow morning and
evening.
First Christian Church.
Rev. W IL Pinkerton has agreed
to preach ilomorrew morning at the
First Christian church, but at the
evening hoer there will not be any
services. He came back from. Ken-
ti !not night for a few dayw rest, hut
mat presentee was brought to hear
von hini that he could not refuse to
preach tomorrow morning. He will
be greeted by a large congremition.
JUDGE REED OVERRULED DE-
MURRER TO THE BANK
CLAIMS
The Master Commissioner Is Or-
dered to Make a Report by April
in the lone Rose Suit .
Judge Reed in the circuit court
yesterday overruled the demurrer of
Felix Rudolph, administrator of the
Herbert A. Rose estate, in the, wit
of the National Life Insurance corn
pany against H. A. Rose. The de-
murrer was that entered to the cross
petition of the Western National
bank of Lotrieville, which claims the
$to.000 policy Rose held in the Na-
tional Life Insurance company. By
overruling the demurrer the court
....PRESS OPINIONS....
The New Revenue Bin.
(Louisvilie Post.)
"Taxing everything in sight" seems
easy% but it is the mom. difficult thing
imaginable. In fact "everything" is
never taxed, norm' Ohio, not -id
Massachusetts, where the laws are
most stringent.
Efforts are frequently made to do
'oho and with the best intentions, but
usually with the most disastrous re-
sults.
Some years ago Mir. Enoch Eitsley,.
in a letter to the governor of Ten-
nessee on the subject of taxation,
advise-!l that there be cut in the stone
of the state capitol this inscription:
"Never tax anything that would be
of value to your state, and that could
or would run away, or that could or
would come to you."
That is an excellent rule of con-
duct, and if it were accepted and
applied it would goon be manifest
that it was not "a rule of exemption"
at all, but that it brought more prop-
ety within the reach of the aesesesor
than any other rule could possible do.
otff constitution requires the taxa-
tion of all property within the juris-
diction of the authority levying the
tax.
That is all right; the difficulty
comes when we undertake to define
property.
We assume that evidences of debt
are property. The courts have at
times undertaken to say that, but it
is an economic error. Evidences of
debt, .00tes and accounts show that
the property in question 'has been
parted with and that it has been
used, let us say. too build a house or
open a mine, and is taxed in the
hands of the owner of the mine or
of the house.
The tattlers of Kentucky in our
judgment, Would receive the greatest
benefit from such interpretation.
They borrow money and give a mort-
gage or note, and they suppose the
holder of the mortgage pays the tax.
If he does he makes the farmer pay
a littlle more than the tax in higher
rates of interest.
'That is the actual economic- Cgs
suit; the tax finally falls not on the
evidence of debt, but on the property.
on the farna land, which has thus to
pay the land tax and the mortgage
tax' also.
This only by way of suggestion. It
talkies a long time to formulate a rea-
sonable tax system, and in the mean-
time we must do the best with the
one we have.
Nevertheless the Evening Post
ventures to hope that in time the
state will derive all its met:lea rev-
enues from a tax on corporate ea
rn-
ings and. franchises, from liquor li-
cense and. from taxes on intangible
property and other taxes, not touch-
ing real estate at all.
Then the: cities. and towns can tax
real estate exclusively, and not s
eek
ptosteas .x personalty at all for city pier-
That is the Pennsylvania systen
e
and' it is economically sound'.
Sumptuary Legislation.
(Lcniisville Post.)
In the multitude of bills now ap-
pearing irt the legislature,' it may he
wel,1 'to consider that we may have
too Meek legislatioo as well as too
little law. -There is such a thing as
a state entering too intimately into
the personal affairs. of the citizen,,
impairing his independence, protect-
ing him from the consequences of his
own follies, destroying his capacity
for sdf-control, removing from him
the incentive for individual activities,
self-denial and foresitebt.
The statd.dhould not .undertake to
regulate the daily livei of her cfti-
zens. We have for two 'centuries
been getting away from the assump-
tion that a certain, class of 
better
people.
know  how the individual
should live than he knows 'himself.
'We have repealed, one after another,.
the whole body of sumptuary laws;
statues which have undertaken to
determine the whide course and con-
duct .of the individual 'citizen; how
he .sEourd- earn his living, Or -irlfiritit
he 'should make his purchases, under
what condition he should construct
a home, What 'he should do with his
wages, where he should put his sav-
ings, what food or drink (he should
have upon his table, how 'he should
bring up 'his children', how .he should
treat his wife.
Looking back on these statutes,
we read them now with amusement;
but let us look forward and consider
the effect of a large part of the pro-
posed enactments at every state cap-
ital and we will see surviving that
same disposition to assume on the
part of the government a certain
onmisciente, and we will see surviv-
ing that same desire to benefit pt'-
pie spite of themselves.
Mr. Honeythundor is one of ths
c'haracters in Edwin Drood, described
by the author as a man who-se speech
es could be summarized in a sentence
a philanthrophist who was perpetual-
ly eaying to his auditors: "Curse
your souls and bodies; come up and
be blessed." That is the meaning of
a large part of the proposed legisla-
tion with which the country becomes
familiar every winter. "Curse your
souls and bodies," 'says a conunittee
of one legislature or another to the
industrious, frugal, far-sighted citizen
ship of America, from whom comoi
all this Vegislaiive plwer-s"curse
your souls anti bodies; come up and
be blessed by the legislature."
We speak thus generally in a spirit
of true demoonacy, and because we
understand fully how persuasive
the eloquence of the prhilanthropist,
how eager good men are to do good
to others in spite of themnelves. But
laws cure few bad practices. If we
would make laws effective we must
make them simple. If we would
have therm respected we must see
that they do not encroach unneces•
sarily upon the liberties of the indi-
vidual citizen.
English F:tections.
(Nashville Banner.)
'The British people set a good ex-
ample in their respect for law. The
regard for kw has been illustrated in
the recent electione held in England.
The campaigns for the election of
Parliament. were in many instances
intense and exciting, but notwith-
standing this there have hien no
'c'harges elections corruption nor
any contests based upon the derelic-
tion of election officers. There was a
time when such charges were corn.
Mit. but sinee the enactment of the
corrupt practices act the elections
have been uniformly fair.
•This indicates a respect for haw
which might well be imitated in our
own country. We have laws for the
protection of the ballot and for the
punishment of wrong-doing at elec-
tions, yet it is a common thing to
hear the -charge, of eleciion corrup-
tion. •
The laws in many of our states
couhl be improved, especially as they
relate to canspaign expenditures. In
England the caedidate is not only re-
qtvired to make b statement of all
his campaign ,exp4nditures hut the
total of sue& expendi•airt. is limited,
rtnd numerous, specific forms of ex-
penditure are expressly prohibited.
The violation of law on. the part of
a successful. candidate subjects him
to heavy cxiSt and invalidates his; elec-
tion: Election officers are held to a
strict accountability..
• 'DM the beet of laws are of NMI'S
avail' trnbees they are sustained not
only by.the theoret.ical, sanction of
the people.but also by te strict obele
ienc e. The ri goroite eleetion lam* of
ESigland would not prevent fraulde
and general election corruption un-
less they were sustained by a public
sentiment that demands punishment
for their infraction. In the United
States, even when election corruption
is patent and proved, it is rarest thing
that the evil-doers are brought to
punishment. The main idea, accords
mos  to the American practice, is in
case of proved election fraud-to give
the office to the candidate who has
been cheated, and if this be effected,
little coracecusis shown whether the
fellows who Perpetrated the frauds
are punished or not.
Smoke 'Em Out.
(Louisville Coidier-Journal.)
The question, gentlemen of the
board of safety, is not so much
whether Detectives Maher and Sex-
ton are entitled to the $1,000 turned
over to them by Mr. Kohn, as wheth-
er their part in this remarkable case
was such as to relieve them of all
suspicion of collusion with anyone
for compounding a clime. Let us at
leak have the light in this matter.
Thankful for Sena Mercies.
(Atlanta Constitution.)
A man ltet a leg in a railroad ac-
cident and when they picked him up
the first word -he said was: "Thank
the Lord, it was the leg with the
rheumatism in it."
ALLARENUMBERED
MOTORMEN AND CONDUC-
TORS LONGEST IN SERV-
ICE FIRST NUMBERS.
There Are Demonstrations Being
Made in Display Windows by
Lighting Company.
Heretofore tile street car motor-
men and conductors of the traction
company have not been numbered,
but the company has inaugurated a
rule of giving them numbers. The
motormen are numbered from' 2 up,
While the conductors are given the
odd figures and numbered from I
up. The oldest motorman in the
service, Mr. William Bethel, wears
*No. 2, while the next longest in the
service is No. 4, and till on- down
the line. The oldest conductor in
the service takes No. t, Conductor
Williams, of the Rowlandtown divis-
ion, while those next in' point of
length, take the numbers as they go
higher. In this manner at a glance
it can be told who has been with
the company longest in thit manner,
the number being worn indicating
what position the wearer occupies in
she line of service.
Change Made.
'`.11r. Lloyd Rogers, who has been
transfer clerk at Fourth and. Broad-
way for the line, has taken a position
in the office of Trainmaster Mc-
Neely, of the company, while Ed
Lawless ids been made transfer
clerk.
Demonstration.
General Manager John Bleeder
'has put in the window of the cgrn-
paily's office building a sewing ma-
chine to which is attached an elec-
tric motor that furnishes operative
power for the machine. It is only
one of the company's demonstra-
tions showing what can be accomp-
lished at small cost, things being ar-
ranged so that the motor can be at-
tached to anyone's machine, thert.
then connected a Wirc leading from
the motor to the socket used by the
incandescent electric light globe in
any'body'e room. Through thi9 - wire
there is furnished to the motor the
electricity ordinarily supplying the
current for the light when the in-
candescent globe is in. The ma-
chine runs very smoothly, steadily
pmd with great ease in this manner.
Every few days there will be chang-
ed -the things which can utilize elec-
tricity•
.1. 'in.....
'
Abram L. Well et L. siwy
Aahbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city for the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowledge my in-
debtedness ad appreciation of 'the
many 1%rvors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We de.)ire to 1...urrn all of having
brought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of the
liberal patroiage accorded him,
guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ABRAM L. WEIL de CO.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Guests.
The Courier
-Journal ,ms conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of tbe kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad' nineteen young
worn-en from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day ('he party leaves Lotiisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old. Ken-
tucky Home," August se. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided: Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the mo3t popular young
woman from eacili district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select the
guests for the papet, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $15,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnses. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal. Louisville,
Ky., for 'a list of candidates and full
details of the tour.
House at $sso.
New 3-room Salem avenue house,
2 minutes' walk from car line, rents
for $7 per month. Pays is per cent.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Witt practice in an courts 4 Tar
way
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
011c. over Globe Bank and Trust
Co.. 3o6 Broadway.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will, continue to keep up tbe rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream Don't forget
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 756.
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD,
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure te your
home during the long winter
evenings They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one.
records.
Big selection of
Warren 87Warren •
Jewelers:Igo •
-433Brolivit
Six Months
Three Moatila 
 
One Week 
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated 
At Register Building, 513 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., asesecond-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
 3.50
1.25
.to
Anyone felling to receive this paper I
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cussibesiand.318.
Satarday Morssing,. Feb. 3, 1906.
its, would be driven from office in
disgrace and forced into the-seclus-
ion of their homes, utterly discredit-
ed and shorn of their once great
power? These me' had millions of
dollars at their command, and the
influence o( their connection
great financial institutions, but
could not face the exposure of
misdeeds.
with
they
their
Ix months ago who would have
believed that Boss Cox, of Ohio,
would be overthrown and driven
from politics in that state? • Yet that.
is just what happened to the man
who had tuore influence and imme-
diate backing than any other man is
Ohio.
Our object in mentioning these in-
stances of public awakening is to ap-
Municipal •Dwnereisip.
The. people -ehould pay no attention
tto the silty swaddeesee the cOepora•
Won oiler* .abotet intsnicipal arevner-
drip beerag1a !failure, eV siialsties
•prove 'it‘netaito be either ignore/it or
just common liars. If a eebrporat ion
ecan malefernsey out Of a water and
light plant, .a -city cell., do the same
The largest ronerungi Of -water -and
light is the -city iteelfe• The thread-
bare ciisestecid h
one 
y the little Corpora-
ti lee.$11.4teecolities. will net
ineo`the city's affairs and corruption
creep in. Yes, there is not a city
in America 4.1isere a private corpora-
tion has interests of arty size that
does, not find ehat-corporatioo up to
its neck in polities, and if need be
•to debauch and corrupt the Tepee-
isentatinee.tif the people. The sen-
ate of The United States is packed
with attorneys of the big corpora-
uons of the country whose seats in
that body were bought by corpora-
tion m.iney .in the legislature'. • The
railroads, the insurance companies
and the trinls. are more ably repre-
sented in the United States senate
than are the great common people.
We are telenig farts, and these facts
.are also published front time to time
ir the same little -corporation organs
ehat. are making the fight against
their 'home pew' in the interest of
'corporate wealth. What is true of
the senate is -true of many legis-
lattwes and Cita .cestinc4s. Yes, there
ie politics in numicipal affairs at
tings,•ared the corporations are al-
ways Seeking to land on the vanteng
side. and ustial•la keep in totsch with
-.both parties. and, dictate the nomi-
nations on both tickets.
As for corruption in public affairs,
.these ere net one whit more of it
tiding Bien in the roanaireencnt of
many corporations. Men in the em-
ploy uf corporal ions rob them of
•time and material, asid get .a rake-off
•on purchesee just like many public
sefficials do, and the corporatiens
Iavt /11`t as many evils to contend
with as have the public. The affairs
of a corpoeseion 'honestly "Amine%
tered meape a profit to its stocks'
• e
holders; the rdlettera....ofene public util-
ity owned- byes oily, honestly stimin-
hatred, means . ..a great saving or
profit to the taxpayers. 'Correption
is bailie legoverad in 'teeny re est,
and feforrns inaugurated, and the
same is true of many coeporatioos-
for instance, the great life insurance
'companies, and many , of the great
trusts that have been sapping the
very life blood of the .Ameriewn
exelek.
The carporation organs will 'sae
i• is hard to root out corruption ahd
•
graft in official life. Yes, iteis, and
especially sween, carepaige fund-
chasing editors are aroused with their
hands out for a graft, and they %anal-
ly get it for the support of then pa-
pers. Vine years ago What main in
Missoeri would have said that in
man, Folk, could have routed the
thiswes, grafter and offices§ 'high-
waymen velvi filled the bowie of tlei-
egaies ist St. eelais; sent many of
them to the penitentiary, and many
slow fligitivree from. justice? .1 The
people, never believed it cola be
done until they sew it done. That
gang was backed by wealth, and
openly .sold. valuable francihisee ..tc/
•corrupt corporations, boasted of
their work and through their politi-
cal pulls felt safe from the hende of
the law; • but Joseph W. Folk fooled
them, and won a' great victory for
law and order.
Who is'it that one ehort year ago
would have thought that .in less than
Wilege_neatttlese_ the presi de nits and
ply them to the question of nninici-
pal ownership. For years the pub-
lic has had it dinned into their ears
that public utilities owned by cities
would be at the merry of profes-
sional politicians, and eventually
wrecked, and we admit that same
ereuAds did exist for fears en
score; but vee believe that every
thinking man who keeps, in touch
with current events is now of giee
opinion that the long suffering pub-
lic has made up its, mind to stand.
firm for honesty in public affairs and
to force the corrupt and incompetent
public official out of office and fill his
place with an honest mare Reforms
in this country have come to stay,
and this fact is amply demonstrated
ty the way the voters, are ignoring
party ties. It is no longer a ques-
tion Of politics with the average-ManS
and espeeially in local affairs, but a
question of competency. And where
doubts may have existed heretofore,
both the taxpayer and the public of-
ficial have the assurance that the
people are now so aroneed as to
make 4hort the tenure of office of
any, man or set of men who cannot
or will not do their whole they by
the people. The public has been
educated to look for graft and is
never backward in ' suspecting it
whenever public officials cater to
corporations or others who may seek
favors at the expense of the city,
and in less than five years from now
every city in the country that is not
getting a square deal from its sep-
aeasentatives wil fine its affairs in the
hands of an . bely new set of me*
The people 'expect their servants
to be honest and upright, and as
municipal ownership is no longer an
experiment. it iegslife; a matter of
time when all cities will own their
water and light plants, and see to it
that men are put in charge of them
elio are qualified to make a success
out of the investment. The mnnicfV
pal ownership problern is very sim-
ple. If a corporation can make a
success out of public utilitieapeeo cart
a city make them a success. r
•
Herederson'a °Water Plant.
The annual statement for 1905 of
the water works plant owned. and
controlled by Henderson, Ky., is re-
produced on Viis page from the offi-
cial report published by that city.
Like its•electric light plant, the wa-
ter works; is a paying proposition to
Henderson! In round numhere the
income over the expenses amounts
to $14,000, from which ,sheted be di.-
ducted depreciation of the plant, es-
timated at $4,000, leaving a profit of
$10,000 or 5 per cent. on $200.000.
When. corporation organs write
about "preconceived ideas of munici-
pal ownership," they but Show their
ignorance of such questions, and be-lieve the public to be as ignorant as
they seem to be on the subject. The
idea of municipal ownership has been
growing for fifty years or more in
this country, until today all progres-
Site cities are adopting the idea and
the reasons foreso doing are to be
found in the experience of Hender•
son and hutedreds of other cities with
ownership of ptrblic utilities.
Inequality of Taxation.
(I.xeuisvillr Post.)
If one mian were taxed so cents and
enoeher moo cents, the inequality
wooldl he marvifeegu"Yiet there are
numerove ckeices for taxing property'
in one form and then taxing it in
another form all under the plea of
equality.' se :man- own& a lot worth$s,000. lie 'tort-ems $5,000 and puts
up a home. §teis taxed for $to,000
and the mortgage is taxed; $15,000 in
a/II, and the effect is the same as if
the original owners found 'his. tax
75 rents, while his neighbor paid only.
so entitle
Anthracite Coal.
Fresh supply Chestnut Anthracite
Coal just received.. Both phones No.
70 Barry & Henneberer.
vr,A.aviti) WA..1 ER PLANT I we
Henderson, Ky., Dec. 31, 1905.
WM. S. D. Harris and Gentlemen el Council of the City of Henderson,
Ky
1 therewith submit the following report of receipts and nii,stnirse-
.
events of Water Commissioners for the year ending Dec. 31, 1905.
Balance in Farmers Bank & lrust Co. Jan.
Semi-Annual Rents 
Meter Renee 
 
 04,
1, 1905. $ 697.01
 
 t8,290•68
 
 5,850.67
Service Rents e• • • • ............. 800.85
Interest oe deposit in bank 
 178.46
Salaries and, Labor 
Fuel 
 
 se
insurance, Taxes and Incidental Etepenses
Service extension 
Hydrants and Meters . ... 
Tools, Oils, Packing and ehepairs 
Treasurer of City of Henderson 
Farmers Bank' & Trust Co., Balance 
$4.266.00
1.163.93
2,020.07
2,159.72
481.10
1,138.42
7,000.00
7,588.61
$25,817•87 $25,817.87
Respectfully submitted,
B. H. ROBERTSON', Secretary.
YEatat- xfai.
Cairo, 'falling.
Chattanooga, meseing.
Cincinnati, 24.0; falling.
Evansville, 24.4; falling.
Florence, 7.7; falling.
Johnsonville, 15.7; falling.
Louisville, 8.9; falling.
Mr. Carmel, 13.7; falling.
Naehvillene2.+; falling.: 4s
Pittisburge'‘4.3; falling.
Davis'Island Dam, 6.6; falling.
St. Louis, 14.8; ring.
Mt. Vernon, 25.3; falling.
_Paduca,b,_2$1,2; falling.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky leaves for the Ten
'lessee river. She comes back again
next Thursday.
This morning at 8 o'clock there
gees away for Cairo the steamer' 1./ick
Fowler. She comes back tonight
about 11 o'clock and then lays until
8 o'clock Monday morning before
getting out again.
Thit Riohardson
today, gets here tomorrow, and lays
until Monday morning before depart
lag for Clarksville.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to
day • from Evansville and leaves im-
treediately for that city and does not
come back again until next Tuesday.
The Stacker Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday and should get here Mon-
day on her way to Memphis.
Capt. J. R. Puesell, who died at
his home at California, 0., lately.
was one of the oldest pilots between
Vew Orleans and Cincinnati, and was
widely lonown among rivermen.
In deciding whether or not money
due a river pilot can be attached,
Judge Walter Evans, in the tenited
States court, set a precedent in rue
ine.that a debtor who owes a 'sea
man or pilot must pay suce? individ-
ualand no one else. 'Ille' hnding is
based on a !section of the inaretigie
.law. .1
Western river' steamer that have
recently had- their names changed
are the Baton Rouge Belle, of Nev
Orleans, eg eons, to Boaz;. Key- City,
of Paducah; 98 tone, to Nellie; Fran
ces J. Torrance, of Cincinnati, 667
tens, to Princess. e
The steamer Joe Fowler came in
yesterday from :Evansville and will
not go out again until elonday on,
nccount of her boilers hieing out of
1 fix and needing repairs. It will takeuntil then to effect the necesearywork.
I The Beters Lee will go im a dayearlier this trip, en route from Mem
1'phis to Cincinnati. She gets by thisAfternicfpnl about 2 oiclock on herway up, while oreinarily she does
not go up until Stmday afternoon.
The towboat Pavonia has reeurned
from the Tennessee river with a
latge tow of thee.
Captain Frank Phillips has resign-
ed his. place on the wharfboat, to be
agerit here for the Lee Line out of
Memphis; and the Ryman line out of
Nashville.
Word from Nashville yesterday
was to the effect that the Henry liar
Icy sank 175 mites above that city in
th Cumberland river. The Harley
runs out of this city each summer
during the low water in place of the
regular large packets which cannot
navigate during low water. The
-lefas'hville dispatches yesterday said
leaves Naehville
e
l about the sinking: The Harksstruck s. rock near Buffalo No. a lateyesterday afternoon and settled in
'several feet of water, though the ear-
go of cattle was, landed safely and
little damage to the other freight is
reported. The boat was near the
shore when the rock was struck, and
tin gangplank reached the bank ser
that every pasirenger and every head
of cat tle were removed all right.
Tthe other freight, which consisted of
shipments of grain and produce, was
removed to the shore, and 'the boat
will be raised within a few days, as
it is stated that the boat can be
floated without much trouble, 'as the
water is shallow and the de:nage
light.
The Raman -Line has tendered
Capt. Handly, who is. part owner of
the Harley, the use of the Scowl in
assisting- in removing the cargo of
the Harley, and the boat and crew
left this morning for the scene of the
trouble.
THEATRICAL NOTES.
Someone once said "Illeased be he
who can make 'humanity laugh it
s,eld into forgerfulneses." A conteetp-
omry wives the palm of Yorks
Adams, and their roystering host of
players who will be seen at The
Kentecky Tuesday, matinee and
night, in B. E. Forrester's tuneful
absordrity,. 
-"Bankers & Brokers."
None but a Pompeian mummy could
withstand this funny frolic with its
ever changing situations which bare-
ey allow the audience time to catch
.its breath between the laugeing
spells. It is an uproaring pandemon-
ium of ludicrous misunderstandings,
wholly unlike anything you have ever
seen before, and for completeness
and novel fun, it has never been sur-
passed. Replete with catchy music.
dazzling with est handsomely gowned
chorus of pretty girls, the whoile em-
belied with an extravagant scenic
estiture, "Rankers & Broker.' is
r nt beyond the most sanguine-
exhectations.
The Universal Verdict.
One of the mine metable ent stain-
roents now 'before the America-. peo-
ple is to be giver in The•Kentucky,
Friday and Saturday with metinee
Saturday. Wee refer to Lyntaa
llowe's new Lifeoramei, whose prim-
acy among current ereertainments
cannot be qtreetioned. The stun hf
uirivereal opinion must be accep,ed as
true. The exhibition has aria ared
throughout the country repe eedly
and as repeatedly received its judg-
ment and pleudits as no other has.
There - are those entertainments that
came and go, that are applauded, and
yet none make the !Jeep and lasting
imprersien that is F'y characteristic
of Lerman If. Howe're it has been
a perennial sabeect of thought and
conversation for ten years and ha.
woven a spell that has never been
broken. One reason of it is that Mir.
Ifilowe is never satisfied with his own
exhibitIone, but is tireless in their
ad'vanc'ement and improvement.
Notice.
All persons wishing to go to
Mardi Gras on Steamer Charleston,
leaving here Feb. 8ths will please no-
tify me on or about the ster, as gate
rooms are limited. Telephone 1155-R
or 1864. old- line.
FRANK WAGNER, Owner.
i • SPECIALS FORGreat Pacific _ SATURDAY FEB.3
Elgin Creamery Butter, per pound 
lb. Cake Huyler's Choco- • 4
late  
'5 ,2 pkgs. Macaritro 
 5C 2
2 pkgs. Spagetti r5c
2 bottles Heinz Ketchup I3C 1
2 toc pkge.Thocoanut  
'• • •15c, 2 Inc pkirS.. COM Starch
' Can Eagle Milk' nec • 3
cans Winchester Cs'ern 25c
cans Early June Peas  25C
pkgs. Grape Nuts 25C
pkgs. Cram of Wiheat 25c
bottles red Snapper Sence 25c
pkgs. Wisdom Powder 25c
sacks Salt TOC
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
Phone 1179 233 Pt-midway
ONLY TEA STO RE !IN THE 'CITY.
-
4
Offer $50.00 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US.
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY..
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not onli the CHEAP-
EST,' but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with ao year case for filo
Credit to those veto want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW :DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS -
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, whist) turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which 'defy
competition. We make a s specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,.
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will . take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same as
giving you New Goode' for Old (frauds.
WATCH GLASSES FREE TN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICE FOR30 DAYS ONLY. it
Watches cleaned and exarninesteeeseese .usa Watcb Hand* roc▪ ▪ upNew Mainspring, best qualitye ufe. Watch Glasses toe up.New Case or Hairspring up. Watch ,Keys sc.New Jewels, whole or cover' , .30c up. '
We ire the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry ,repairing in Aaducah. Alt
work guaranteed for one year. tifigiieet price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Waiiitacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113R \640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit .to those who need it.
OVIDI OUR ELECTRICAL AND• MACNINE DEPARTMENT
n 121-123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporatal.
224 Broadway,
CA Well $-011 larS100010/S1 t
Si
4.50;140X40111.11.45i41K451X
First
-Class &-
Watch Work M
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS k
Prices Reasonable. cr,
J. Bleich
_ . PADUCAH, KY.
Sheet Music in Stock...
WE HAVE AT ALL TIMES THE .LATEST AND BRIGHTEST SONGS
ALL THE NEW AND CATCHY RAGTIMES; ALL THE BIG HITS IN
MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS; ALL THE POPULAR WALTZES AND \
INTERMEZZOS, and we sell Sheet Music for thb piano at lUIT
HALF THE PUBLISHER'S PRICE.
Some of the Very Latest Hits:
'Tis But a Dream, high class song
Rufus, Rastus Johnson Brown, coon song 
"Freckles" and Cherry," latest ragtime* ' Belles of Dixie, march and two step 
 
Drifting Leaves, a beautiful reverie 
30C
25C
25C
25C
25C
Harbour's Book Department
.MIAVIZSMAS/rASIAMIAMMI45,4 • /
it is poor economy to have
IMPORTANT I
6 68 your watch repaired by the5e, CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS Iwork at Reasonable prices.We fill the bill exactly.
J. L. WOLFF
Jeweler
itIFWW*7#10WilifilliFINKSISMNIESS.
a.. daa 41P5tlk Ar
•
 .111111PA":7AMIIIIII
•
IIIMS/040.0,111.111•4141•1• 4•111.••••••
•••••••••••11.1,•••
.•••••••••00....•••••••....
•••A
Biggest Stock 
 Satisfaction Guaraliteed 
 
 Lowest
 Prices
• Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
SAW HIS SHADOW
THE GROUND-HOG WENT
BACK INTO HIS HOLE _
YESTERDAY.
Some Advance the Theory That Mr.
Hog Never Dom Go Into Hit
Hole to Hibernate.
. t• f., A
• ' •
I..'
'i '. -4If the ground' hog really took up La'et evving at to o'clock Coroner[
winter quarters at all this season, he Frank Eaker and I. Jeff D. Robert-
had no difficulty in seeing Its shadow aposireturned from Ragland, down at
when he emerged yeistegday. '. There the (noway line, svitere Ore former
was not a cloud in the slice+ when the
tom rose yesterday morning, said dur-
ing the greater part of the day there
was not a trace of vapor in heiven's
blue. ,
Oil in the state, eihere the actions
- of the groinid hog are weightier than
in urban tocalitiee, there has been a
dispute of late over plag quagion of
whether the gromtd Mig `took to win-
ter quarters at all. Th, opiaion of
the majority is that tie did not, but
there has been a minority report sub-
uoitoxls Lasalle eV that the ground
ag is too eteong a stickier for tradi-
tion not get into his hole for an hour
or two, if for no other rearm than
just to come out again yesterday.
It is assertesa by, the bucolic besTone
. and devotees 'of thb-gooseterne and
the corrrhusk, that the moles have
never stopped tourrinving for a single
(Pay this, winter, end that as long as
the groand is in a condi:ion for
burrowing, there is no need for the
ground hog to hibernate. This view
is a little tole eold-bkneded for the
defenders of the terrestrial porker.
however. and ail who have watched
the ground hog with any 4ympathetic
feeling &clans that es Sgriste has
been done him by- tile Q11*-actes of
' the limekiln region, a?d that he cer-
tainly carve out of thilectivert at the
appointed hour yesterday saw Ills
shadow and went back for the legend-
ary period of six weeks.
ALCOHOLISM
LLOYD IVEY SEEMED TO
SUFFER PROW HEART
ALSO.
Coroner Eaker's Jury Returned Ver-
dict That He Came to His Death
From Acute Alcoholism.
Have your titles examined by Put--
yeas.. abstractor for. the Abstract
Co. Complete records of all city
end county property.
CHICAGO INSURANCE CON-
VENTION WELL ATTENDED
Promise Is That a Uniform Law
Will Be Decided Upon.
Chicago, Feb. 2.--Four goverreTrs.
representatives of lthirty-two states.
members of state commissioners'
conference on uniform legislation
and repreeelftatives of the National
Underwriters' Avenciation were rec-
ognized as duly accredited delegates
to the national insurance convention
called by In ti lir h !kV Commissioner
Thomas E. Drake at the instance of
President Rooseveh which convened
in the banquet halt in the Palmer
House ybsterday.
'Discussion of the deferred dividend
system of, hie ietsurance occupied
the attention of the delegates and at
the close of the afternoon session*
that topic together with a 'lumbar of
others to come before the body, wait
referred to a committee. No action
(If a decisive nature was taken.
Thomas E. Drake, insurance com-
missioner of the District of. Colum-
bia, presided at the opening session
and called the convention to order.
The convention perfected an or-
ganization after short 'preliminary
work, and during the evening Bitten-
ed to interesting discussions in
which many subjects pertinent to the
Convention's self-appointed work was
mentioned.
_It, is regarded as certain that the
convention will decide upon a uni-
form law to right many of the evils
charged against the insuraree
panics at present.
Resting Period One of Plpt.,'47'i
TFour Track Newel
was called by the sudden death of
Lloyd Ivey, a 17-year-oidl lad who
die.d suddenly shortly after midnight
yesterday morning at the home of
Mr. James Bell of that vicinity. The
coroner held an inquest whicdt found
as foilows:
"We, the jury in the case of Lloyd
Ivey, after an investigation, findi the
deceased came to his, death by acute
ale cilsoliien."
(Sigeed.) R. HOLT,
Z. D. VAUGHAN,
, G. Hs ALIJCOCK,
W. H. WARFORD,
H. W. LEE,
• T. L. HARPER.
The evidence in the case ellowed
(that Thureday night a party of three
young men, including levy, went to
near LaCenter. Ballard county, which
is eight miles from Ragland, they
going to-attend a .big dance • give
At the dance the party partook ot
SOME liquor that wits brought over
from. Metropolis, but it eas not
thought any of them indulged to ex-
cess, none becoming intoxicated. ,On
their way back home late- at :bight
Young Ivey became untomiciotes,and
this calmed the party to hurry on to-
wards their residence. Firiapy they
sea to the residence of filiseS Bell.
who loas one of the crowd, and lives
a few hundred yards from the 1Vey
abode. "rhere the senseless:kg of
the young fetiow was carr.
h(msr, but he dieet.in a few moments.
The family stated that some
months ago the youth happened to
an accident, and that ',Uwe then his
heart has been trembling him. Dr.
Robertson held an autopsy and de-
cided that the week heart pi:minced
acute .akoholisso .from the small
amount of liquor partaken of.
The unfortunate young man was
married last Christmas to. a well
known young lady of that vicinity,
and when the coroner an4rapiducah
physician left last evening. she was
in the throes of hysteria, caused by
the action of death of her husband,
and the physician regarded her con-
dition quite serious. The tad was the
son of Mk. George Ivey of Ragland
and will be buried this morning at
the cemetery there. The coroner
and the physician left here yesterday
afterwein at A o'clock.
LATEST.
Tlir new leinTrDeninark
ye ibr!
TAKE PROOF
COLONEL HENDRICK HAS RE-
TURNED FROM DOING
THAT AT MAYFIELD. •
Attorney Alfred Hendrick Went td
Frankfort to Assume Private
Secretaryship.
Hon. John Hendrick' returned
last evening from Mayfield, where he
has been the past two days taking
proof and depositions it2 the bank-
ruptcy proceeding Where Louisville
creditors are trying to force Reeves
Brothers into bankruptcy. Mr.
Hendrick said that just as soon as
all the evidence is in Judge Lee
as special commissioner, will make
some decision, but the date for this
could not be foretold.
Zone to Assume Position.
Attorney Alfred G. Hendrick has
gone to Frankfort, Ky., to assume •
his position of private secretary for •
Judge Thomas J. NUT111, of the ap-
pellate court, he having been chosen
to succeed the former secretary,
Lawyer James )3. Ray, who went to!
Louisville to .enter the law business
wish the newly elected county judge.
Attorney Hendrick was appointed
the first of this year. but has been
this city the past month horning
hurt hand and stenography, which
are requisites qtialifying one to ho'id
the imporaasa place. During the in-
termin existing from the 'time the
former secretary resigned\and Mr.
Hendrick arrived there, the private
secretary of Judge Cantrill has been
disolrarging the duties for Judge
Nunn, as Jtidge Cantrill has been too
ill to sit on the bench, therefore did
not his secretary at the time.
Not Yet Effected.
Dr. H. T. Hessig is still working
upon She compromise he is trying to
make with hie creditors, but the ne-
gotiations have not yet been com-
pleted.
Seed for $5.000 Damage.
revuk of being arrested there in
Paducah W!. J. Kiitotrieh has at May-
field filed suit for $5,000 damage
against his former business partner,
W. J. Peace, who some weeks since
claimed the former defrauded him of
Kilheigh and Pease colultect-
etra live stock beeriness and deposited
their money together. They dis-
solved partnership and one day while
Killough was here in Paducah on
business Peae.e. had Detective Moore
arrest him on the charge that he
drew his (Pease'e) mollify out of the
Mayfield banki and converted it to
his (win use. The detective nook
hack to Nlayfieldi Killough who was
acquitted and now euee Peace for
LEST YOU FORGET!
TO TRY OUR
• SH ES
ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS,
EVERY PAIR. WARRANTEDWe Do Repairing
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
Henry's Aseptic I
Cream for t
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
es the skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped akin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. H. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
damages,
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse..
i• 6J Porteous Bros
Louisville's new ,theatre, The Mary
Anderson, will be an anti-trust
AIM Se Me I It house.
Senator Pettne, of Alat;ama, who
is 80 years old, has announced his
candidacy for the terns beginning
inure than three years hence.
The capitol committee has agreed
to recommend $25o,000 for the new
capitol, which will leave the heating
apparatus to be added later.
It is just announced that the Euit
able Life Assurance society has for
four years past been insuring free
its goo employes for St000 each.
The directory talks of aiscontinuing
the peactice, as during she past year
the company' lost seventeen policies
this way. s
''the financial methods of the in-
sittance .department ot Pennsylvania
The man who falls to appreciateliare. being investigated by a legisla-
the value of /recreation issivitlani 45 tive committee and it is announced
great \Tnietake. Attention to basineda i that some very.' sensational Atvelop-
and (Devotion to duty arc essential', rttent sare resuttings The diSort ofto success' in this 'strenuous age, but:the investigating chmirrittee is beingthat fact is in itself the most do- ! awaited with' much interest in somequer* plea for a season of rest: -li circles, and grest concern in (inters.breathing 'peg so that the high,
 
ten- l• 
,
,an methods of tadny will not wear, 
-, ' AO- .iinterntalional postal icongeess
'us out before our time. If the ever-Is:vied, in Rome next month. Allday pate was more moderate there ,ctIltAtries will have delegates present.
weneld he lees trrgent need of dia.! `
.. The Moroccan ebnference .is deIt :vs the poce we-are keeping tzotto.siosoesei ise
 
sensations. The part ic-hin uninese. in „thie age that m a ieation of the American delegates isvacation jmperative. Exhaustion res t vssie 4seeable to all other dele-
salt" in' not on'IY Trin'Pr'rarY but 20/04 isiTtions,. The Moroccans themselvesmoneut loss of vital force. The rest 4,1,eite passive in the diecusinenit.period is often the profit period itt A 44y—i ircy set ou' to cast a, damper uponrintsey man's life. No neaohiee can run the discusaipme and have failed to
- i Amihistli
encessintly witlersue repairs and ..gs at, id ate. cbeininea. -The ea_
vacaton time is- -the repain nt of international authoritythe great titheme of *Matt Itstibonty..is probabie.,
-...... .. . _ . ,.......,:-.1.
PROSECUTION WILL
OPPOSE NEW TRIAL.
New York. Feb. 2 . —Preparations
are being *made by the district attor-
ney's office to oppose the motion of
Albert T. Patrick for a new trial.
Assistant District Attorney Garvan
had a conference with Dr...Otto H.
SchUltze yesterday to go over tJte
affidavits of physicians who swear
that the evidence does not allow that
William Marsh Rike was chloroform-
ed, and that thC embalming fluid
could have reac4fed the "rungs in
Rices body. ;
HAY, HAY.
Timothy, clover, pea-hay; baled
wheat straw. Noble & Yeiser.
Senatorial Vituperations.
( Brooklyn 'Vsagle )
None should think that Tillinan''s
attack on President Roosevelt is un-
precedented for savagery or injustice
-With better manoenv but not with bet-
ter miotives Ben`Wadle and Henry
Winter Davis atteolded Abraham Lin-
coln with speech as had and with
spirit as- diabolic. More than a score
of senators attacked) President An-
drew Johanson with a ferocity as
mashed as Tallman/s, but Vieled with
a classic mature that intensified, the
ferocity. Charter Summer attacked
President Grant with contenipt which
even Tiltmers could nee feet for the
strong chatucter of Theodore Roose-
Veit. Roscoe Conkiling assailed R. It.
Hays* and James A. Garfield 'lite as
hitter* as. Tillman Moo koneevele,
though, of course, with a grammatical
grandltorieferece and a meassiredi ma-
jigni fitorte his own. All of these
attacks hurt the nien who made them
and hurt /bat the men upon whom
they were made, •
Not a drink, but a!-seasonable piktp-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
— --
Very Palatable.
50e and 51, Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone sr• Clay Sta.. phone 31.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want yuur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take diem to K. C.
Rose 32g Sputh Third Street. / have
the nicest fine cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
Or, Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phone toet—Egd.
L 
PABST IILUE RIBBON
. BOTTLE BEER
sok) at
disi's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar.
L. 'A Lagomarsino.
.116118111be kr the Dgily Register.,
Utatutts========::::::::============tu
SOBIC1at
Books Usually 150 at 
 50c
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OFTHE PLAY, ETC., AT 50c.
ALLPRTIHCE.NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FORSHEET MUSIC WE HALE EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display .
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging 
-from $15 to $100.
The Victer for $400
Lt A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUTTHE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7 ::ch, 35c 10
-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW' FROM THEFACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE. 
.
. I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPATR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIAHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATIONABOUT OUR, MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES--THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM t P. M. TO g P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jac kson, PADUCAH, KY
 - 
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance:
Office:306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence-I169;
 •
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity BuildingOffice Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
•
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'UNSINKABLE SHIPS.
ZIFICW AND INGENIOUS CONTRIV•
ANOBS ON IRONCLAD&
Jiieotrical Automatic Doors Kept Com-
partments Water-Tight-Na-
vel Problems Being
Solved.
---
' What happens to a battleship when
Itts hull is punctured? It usually sinks,
;When IL M. S. Camperdown plunged
linto the Victoria ten years ago, ths
Utter went down and 600 lives were
/lout How to prevent such disas-
•ters has been a problem ever before
admiralty departments, states the New
Orksans Timeh-Democrat. That naval
architects hadn't solved it was made
akar in the recent war between Russia
laud Japan. When either a Russian
at a Japanese vessel was struck below
the water line, to the bottom it went.
Constructors of the United States
inavy believe Uncle Sam has now
salved this problem. The bureau of
construction and repair has been work-
ling away at it for a long time, but
tests jest completed by the, bureau in-
dicate that the two new ships Mon-
tana and North Carolina, now being
'built at Newport News, will come near-
er to being unsinkable to any vessel
,ever before launched.
The solution of the problem is in
the perfection of a syt•tem of automatic
'bulkhead doors operating by elec-
tricity, and permitting of closure in
.time of emergency by a single officer
on the bridge of the ship. The de-
'vies has been named the long-arm"
sysetm, because the long arm of the
'electric wires reach out to save the
iship.
A ship is divided into watertight
'compartments with bulkhead dour*
permitting intercourse between them.
If the ship's hull is punctured, water
irtishes in. If the doors are shut, only
Ithe compartment nearest the puncture
will be flooded. The vessel will still
Iliost. When the Victoria was struck
iààrs weire eigien. The men were
too excited to close them. If the
doors of a ship are automatically
closed in time of need, the vessel is
'unsinkable. That's what the new plan
comes about as near to securing as
,human Ingenuity allnws.
Hydraulic and pneumatic doors
,were tried by our navy department.
but they proved dangerous and im-
practicable. Then Rear Admiral and
Naval Constructor Bowles, now presi-
dent of the Fore River shipyards, con-
ceived the idea of operating the doors
by electricity. An electric system was
then developed and has been installed
on 16 of the newest ships But still
there were defects. The doors were
'too delicate and intricate, many naval
°facers thought. The scheme must be
made simple, and, if possible, lighter.
The bureau of construction and re-
pair imposed most severe teats for
any new system of automatic doors.
The tests of the new plan have just
been completed, and it is believed that
the two new vessels will, accordingly,
be the safest waranips afloat.
This is but one of the numerous im-
provements which will go on the new
ships. Safety, safety of the ship and
of the men in her, is a primary re
quirements. Besides, the "long-arm"
bulkhead doors, always under perfect
control by means of electricity, greater
safety is the inspiration of dozens of
improvements that are going into our
new warships. One of these improve-
ment. is a sprinkling device for the
zaagaines; another is an electrical de-
vice for controlling the firing of the
boners.
Quite the most ingenious of miners
Improvements Is the portable steering
apparatus lately patented, especially
for use aboard Warship's. Cripple the
steering apaprztus and the ship is at
the merry of the elements or human
enemies. This portable steering ap-
paratus, It is claimed, will make it
possible to direct the ship from any
one of half a dozen stations by means
of electrical connections there located,
and all communicating with the steer-
ing room, the most carefully protect-
ed part of a warship. The near future
Is likely to nee the warship with
armored smokestacks and better pro-
tectem than the conning tower now
affords for the commander of war yes
gels in action.
At the moment the never-ending
competition between shell and armor
Is slightly In favor of the shell, a
fact due to the new explosive, dunnite,
the secret of which has been obtained
,by our government from the inventor
Turoines probably will mark the next
step in warship pronulsion
• There are only the most striking of
new appliances and devices and im-
provements aboard :he twentieth cen
tury warship. Theie are others, such
as more perfect range finders. better'
arrangements for handling ammuni-
tion and improved accommodations for
the comfort of the blue jacket In peace,
and his care when injured in war.
Safer and more numerous hospital eta-
tknis are provided for in the new
ships now being planned. Veritably,
there is no end to the demands made
upon the naval designer.
Danger Signal.
id is ti s signal for danger every-
Even in the far-away Soeiety
natives are bond to rush
hen the red signal light
sliders produce the
id seaweed, which
cherry red.
"A River."
curl( an Christmas
custom is t. Aing Of the river.''
A t•ervico is gfd on the bank of the
Lareube, and a small wooden cross
thrown in through a hole &in the Ise
A frantic ecramble follow to recover
the relic.
4
ie eit, tet t) trei:V tneir
glixInt 10o pften la d, ne rith
RING THE CURSE OF SPAIN
Simple Band Is Known as "Mephis-
to's" and Brings Misfortune '
to Dynasty.
There is a' vays a distinction and a
sort of pride in possessing something
which no one else has, even if that
something is reputed to be a dispenser
of inisfortun and history can show
Mat the posriasor is sure to get into
'rouble through it. Until very re-
cently the Spanish royal family was
In this unew lable position and this
lasted from stiont the middle of the
sixteenth cent zry until after the time,
of the SpanisisAuterican war.
This unique but unfortunate posses-
sion is nothine more or less than an
Innocent-lookinl but rather wonder-
ful ring, and because it is reputed to
be the carrier of ill luck it has been
dubbed "Mephl ;to's ring." In appear-
ance it is siml'er to an ordinary mar-
riage band of solid gold with the ex-
ception that it is set with a large and
perfect emeral 1. the esober of which
has been hol!', -ed out and contains
a ruby so cut lit exactly. Around
these at the .• at the emerald are
alternately set pearls and diamonds of
about the site of pin heads.
Although this ring Is said to be
quite valuable and tl have a wonderful
history attached to it, no one can be
found in Spain who is willing to take
It even as a gift, arid this because it
Is universally known what "Mephisto's
ring" means.
This evil ornament came into Span-
:eh possession at the time of the reign
of Philip IL, but how no one seems
to know. History tells that during the
reign of this monarch and those of
Hi successors, Philip III. and Philip
the country was slowly but surely'
the decline. This ring was in the
; issession of all these kings. From
the reign of Philip IV. to that of
Charles IV. the ring cannot be traced,
but it then again springs into exist-
ence, and history tells of the dis
estrous wars between Spain and Eng
lanel,.4pring the time at the laid-named
monarch.
Next Philip's son, who ascended thi
Spanish throne as Ferdinand III., is
taken prisoner by Napoleon and the
Spanish throne is given to the brother
of the French emperor. Then comer
tne Carnet rebellion under Ferdinand's
daughter. Isabella II., and the banish
latent of Queen Christina; the war with
the Moore; the banishment of Queen
Isabella in ifiell; the general scene*
of anarchy and bloodshed during the
years of IS% and 1871, and finally the
quarrels between Spain and her cob'
rates, which resulted la the disastrous
SpanisleArnerican war.
At the time of the commencement of
the recent war between Spain and the
United States this ring was presented
by the Spanish royal family to a
church in the hope that having a re-
ligious institution as its owner its evil
effects would be averted. This did
nothing toward changing its influence,
for almost immediately after its recep-
tion by the church this house of wer.
ship was burned to the ground, and
the ring was thereupon returned to
It. donor.
It was then given to a museum. but
like the church, this was also destined
to receive harm, for it was twice in
thing said never to happen) struck by
lightning. The ring was again re-
turned to the Spanish royal family,
where it remained for some time. The
last defeat of the Spanish army and
navy is claimed to be due to this ling.
At present no one will take the re
eponsibility of the ownership of this
jewel, so It has been placed in a strong
box and secretly buried.
Explosive Gems.
It is not uncommon for a diamond
to explode soon after it reaches the
surface; some have been known to
burst in the pockets of the miners or
when held in the warm hand, and the
loss is the greater because large stone,
are more liable to explode or fly la
pieces than small ones. Valuable
stones have been destroyed in this
way, and it is whispered that cunning
dealers are not averse to allowing re-
sponelble clients to handle or carry in
tbs.' r warm pockets large crystals
fresh from the mine. By way of safe-
guard against explosion some dealers
..imbed large diamonds in raw potato
to insure safe transit to England.-
London Chronicle.
Eclipse in Malta.
An engineer who viewed the recent
eclipse of the sun from his station in
Malta thus describes the effect of the
darkness on the inhabitants of that is-
land: "The Maltese nearly went mad
with fright, thinking the world was
coming to an end. All the people of
the village where I am liviag ran Into
the church, while some rang the
church bells and some even fired off
large squibs (something of the fire-
works tribe, I mean), but it was all
over in about a quarter of an hour
and then the Maltese left the church
and made their way back to their
houses, still looking very much
scared."
Galled His Bluff,
Miss Cutting-r have often wondered
why you have never dabbled In litera-
ture, Mr. Glibb.
Mr. Glibb-Ab, you flatter me, Miss
Cutting. •
"Not at all!" said she. "If I could
spin off fairy tales as easily as you
can, I should certainly try to put
them into book form!"-Detreit Free
Press.
• Retail Graft.
"Well," said the optimist. "there are
at least two senators who won't do any
grafting this session."
"qh, I don't know," growled the
confirmed' pessimist. "They'll both
make a pretty good rake-off on their
mileage."---glikago Sun.
Poet with the Dough.
Society Dame-Who is that young
man who is so attentive to you now?
Great Belle--He is a poet.
Society Dame-Mercy on us! And do
you, the proud daughter of a hundred
millionaires, propose to throw, your-
self away on a poor, miserable starve-
ling of a•poet?
Great Belle-Oh, he isn't that kind
of a poet; he writes trade advertise-
ments in verse.
Ooclety Dante-My own, own daugh-
ter, after all; ask•him to dinner.-Tit-
Bits.
OUT OF THE QUESTION.
Auxiaus Person-Would you run on
an errand for me, little boy?
James-Sorry. mum, hut Fin a bit un-
der weight an' me football trainer has
recommended main' off fer a few days.
-Chicago News.
Pastoral.
The farmer sows his crop
And the good wife sews his clothier;
The farmer darns he weather
And his good wife darns his haat
The farmer pitches In the hay;
But should he croes her whim.
. His geed wife Ito, aside her work
And pitches( icto elm.
—J udge.
A Suitable Suit.
Sharpe-Are you going to dress up
for the carnival?
Muggins-Yes; I'm going as Charles
the Second.
Sharpe-Charles the First would
have been a lot better for you.
Muggins-Why?
Sharpe-Because you'd need no head.
Let Bygones Be Bygones.
*limes have changed," said the mel-
ancholy citizen "Things are not what
they used to be."
"Well," answered the man who takes
the world as he !Inds it., "what do you
want to do? Go back six or eight
months and tend the furnace and shov-
el snow?"-Washington Star.
Queer Girl.
Tess-Hasn't she finished that love.
story yet?
Jess-No: she reads very carefully,
and scrupulously, you know.
Tess-Does she?
Jess-Oh! awfully; why, she eves
reads all the descriptions of sunsets and
all that. -Philadelphia Press.
Worse and None of It
"Gee, but I'm unlucky!"
"What's the trouble?"
"My wife drove me out of the house
with a club, and I don't dare to go
back."
"Too bad."
"And now she's suing me for deser-
tion."-Cleveland Leader.
Correct
Teacher-What is a synonym?
Pupil-A word that has the same
meaning as another word.
Teacher-And why does our lan-
guage possess synonyms?
Pupil-go you can use one when you
don't know how to spell the other
one.-Cleveland Leader.
What They Kiss.
. Flats-It Is said that elephants are
subject to rheumatism.
Sharps-Well, they are spared one
horror of the disease anyway.
Flats-What is that.
Sharps-They don't have to listen tc
people who have a sure cure for it-
Chicago Rews.
Satisted.
"Can't see why you're so emitter
with her."
"Why, because she's so deucedly
pretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep."
"Well, great Scott! I'm no cannibal.
That's deep enough for me!"-Cleve.
land Leader.
Cut Rates.
De. Quackerly-You don't mean to
say that old Sawbones charged you
$15 for amputating your arm?
The Victim-That's what he did.
Dr. Quackerly-Why in the world
didn't you send for me. I'd have cut
both your arms off for g10.-Chicagc
News.
-• • •••-'
FEMININE WOMAN
"I notice," observed the square..
:awed, pug-nosed wan, who didn't look
as if he'd know the difference between
the higher and nobler and a load of
steam coal-"I notice that the back
advertising ends of some of the maga-
sines publish a testimonial as to the
merits of a certain brand of unscent-
ed toilet soap, written by one of the
shortlialred ladies who has been do-
tng.her little bit during the past half
!century or so toward obtaining thefranchise for women.
1 "The picture of the 
woman who
likes the unscented soap is run with
the ad, and her testimonial is surely
a. heap fulsome and gushy for a pure-
ly voluntary contribution.
"In the oeuvre of her remarks in
the testimonial she says this: 'I ab-
hor a perfumed woman.'
"I'm going to take, with your kind
permission, a short-arm bitl at that
remark of hers about the perfumed
1101nall.
"I'm a regular bug over a well-per-
tamed woman.
"To me a perfumed woman is the
real thing in femininity.
1L.Zhe daintily perfumed woman, who,
when she swishes past you, has some-
thing about her that makes you vague-
ly recall the old honeyeuekle-oovereri
porch that you knew a quarter of a
century ago-she's the one for Olin,.
She carries with her the suggestion or
asphodelian meadows and starlit dells,
the cool aroma of cornfields at dusk.
"She swirls by you and leaves in
your heart a little chiming back to the
wild roses that you picked on your
way to the old crick where you went
In swinimin'.
"When the daintily perfumed wo-
man frou-frous in or out of your office
you sort o' film back to those old
mornings of your kidhood when the
lust-awakened dawn smelt so sweet
after you'd turned out early to chop
the kindling wood for the kitchen fire.
"She's feminine, the well-perfumed
roman; that's all.
"I want 'em feminine ail the was
through for mine.
"Like 'em to wear unsanitary clothes
.nd things. I never gave two looks at
a woman wearing these so-called com-
mon-sense clothes and shoes and such
gear, and I never met any other man
that did. I want 'em to wear just as
high keels as ever they blame please
to wear, and the tighter and straighter.
front their corsets, why, the better it,
suits me. The stayleas woman looks
like a combination of an Ellis island
immigrant and a fat lady out of a
Rubens picture to me, and the woman
with fiat-heeled shoes of the so-eallen
common-sense kind looks to me as if
she ought to be a policeman, or carry-
ing the hod, or something like the,
"Me for the womanny woman.
"Gimme a lyre, or • harp. or a fu-
gelhorn; or a kazoo, or any old thing,
that may sing the glories and the
praises of tne purely feminine woman!
"She was here in the world's earn.,
dawn, mid she's going to be right here
alongside of us. I hope, when we're
Caving $.129 round-trip excursions to
Mars:
"I never could see the woman wire
wears men's hob-nailed shoes, and sus-
pewter% sad such like and who Sags
scented soaps and perfumes and things
of Unit kind because she considers 'em
too womanish.
"AS of the adorableness of women
4436151.114.2 in their femininity.
"Its because every once in a while
she gets her household work done
early so she can 'go upstairs and have
a good cry:' it's because she macerates
us into pulp with her 'because;* it's be:-
cause she admits our premises and de-
nies our Conclusions; It's because shell
pecker her lips for baby talk when she
sees an infant a block away; it's be-
cause she loves roses, and lacey ming.,
and two dollars-a-pound candy; it's be-
cause she gives us the reproachful eye
only when we ought to be sewed up in
a blanket and clubbed to the verge of
the other world; it's because ehe'll die
and delve and scrape and scrap for her
husband and her little ones until try
stalactites hang from the roof of Tar
taros; it's because she dabs at her eyn
with a little wad of a handkerchief un
tit her nose is red when she sees he
man suffering-it's just because she's
feminine, pal, end a hull, big heap bet-
ter from every point of view than we
are just because she is feminine, that
she has us on the dead lope, and plum
loco over her, ever since the days ol
the shepherd king of Egypt!
"If they want to perfume them-so
lve!,
let 'em. I, for one. like 'em perfumed
Let 'em do any of the old femini
ne
things that they war.t to do. They're
pretty nigh always righL Inking 'ern e,.
masse, and they don't make half a
s
any mistakes he we men do. .
"Give me a lute, that f may chant of
the physical, mental, moral and spir
it-
ual loveliness of the lerfunied. who is
the typically feminine womau! Here's
hopin' that she'll .be with us till tha
end of the world, and afterward
!
That's me!"-Washington Star.
Solved.
"Why did Maltammed go to the
mountain?"
"He thought he could get bettrm
rates there than at the seashore."-
Cleveland Leader.
His Mei-qty.
"Haven't you got a good, Nicest, in-
corruptible man in your city who
would be an ornament to flits office"
"Sure, but I don't want the office."
-licustieln Poet.
Saved Him Trouble.
"Has Dubbs made lei) his mind to
Marry that widow?"
"It wasn't necessary: she made up
heir nsInd."-ktonaton Poet.
teesige.
Large Group of Sun Spots.
The officials at the naval observe.
tory announce that a large group 
of
solar spots Was observed. with the
photohellograph at that institution.
The group het advanced about two
days upon 'le disc of the sun visible
in this•vicinitz and is located In south
latitude. The, group can Le seen by
the naked eyc, wit') a telescope it
is resolved into a mass of small spots,
closely grouped together. This hiN the
largest sun sPot visible since last
Spring.
The
Feared the Worst.
Parson-Why are you
cast? Does not the future look
you
down-
bright
Trouble of the Mat.
011 Magnate-Ah, my boy, a nee
lionaire's position is a hard one.
Skeptical Friend-In what way?
Oil Magnate-If I hoard my wealtl
they say I'm a skinflint, and if I givr
my money away they say I am dying'
to ease my guilty conscience.--e-Titi
Bits.
A Genius.
"Yea, I think my new son-in-law has
a genius for finance."
"Has he been. making money on
stocks?"
"No; but he's just got home after a
three weeks' vacation, with $7.50 in
oesh."-Chicago Record-Herald.
Irresistible.*
"I saw Grumby talking to you yes
terday. I thought you said he neviu
spoke to you any more?"
"lie doesn't, usually, but he noticed
had a cold, and he couldn't resist the
temptation to tell me an unfailing rem-
edy for it."-Cleveland Leader.
Natural Aptitude.
"What profession will your son fol-
low?"
"Haven't decided! It his hair is espe
chilly luxuriant I'll advise him to be,
musician. If his beard is particularly
heavy I'll tell him to be a physician."-
Washington Star.
SECRETS.
She-They've been (secretly engage(
tor a year.
He-How do you know?
She-Why, she's told almost every.
body-Chicago Journal.
The Modern Jack Horner.
Little Jack tiorner
Sat In the cOrner.
And just why In
The corner be sat
Is quite easy to guess,
I'm obliged to confess.
'Twas the only place
Left In the flat.
—Judge.
Call Loan.
The Inexperienced One (on Atlantic
User, second day out)-By George! But
the sea certainly gives a fellow • great
appetite..
The Experienced One-Not gives, my
boy-merely lends.-Puck.
Reaseured.
"Yon haven't married me just to spite
eoniebody, have your she asked, looking
anxiously up into his honest blue eyes
"No, dear," be absent-mindedly re-
plied. -I took you for your money
alone." --Record-Herald,
On Strike.
Jim-Say, Holke, is Pat out as
sittrike?
Mike-Yis. He shtruck fer more pay,
thin he shtruck th' boss, thin heebtruch
• sop, an' now he's alitrikin' shtone in Ur
pealtentiary.-Judge.
Why He Did It.
'lie must think a lot of his horse."
"Why?"
-Because he namether after his wife."
"That horse is a costirened kicker, and
the hardest horse to manage that he has
got."-Houston Post.
Recrimination.
The Auto-I don't balk, or run away
or shy at harmless things in the road
Tali?
The Horse-And I don't break down,
or explode, or turn turtle over bridges
Tah!-Chicago Sun.
All Is Revealed.
"Do you bel.eve it Is true that ball
the world doesa't know how the other
half lives?"
"No. They're building all the apart-
ment houses with kir shafts now."-
Cleveland Leader.
Fairly Polled in It.
"Our office boy dropped into poetry
yesterday.",
"How was that?"
"The literary editor kicked him Into
the waste basket! "-Cleveland Leader.
' The Kind She Wanted.
Lady-Do you think this medicine
would do my husband any good?
Druggist-I'm sure of it, madam.
Lady-Hum! What other kinds have
you got?-Judge.
Poor Ground.
Reuben Hayseed-That's awful poor
ground in Deacon Hardup's farm.
Roger Turn Iptop-I should say so! 01
a dry year you can't raise an umbrella
on if.—Judge,
Mean Thing!
Susie-Just think! Tom says there
isn't a girl in town with a complexion
like mine.
Lucie-Isn't he the knocker?-Cleva
land Leader.
A Specious Pleader.
He-Kissing is a Sure cure for
freckles.
Sh•-1 have no freckles,'
The Dying ktin-4111‘ Stagfait- , 
He-But It is a des preventive-Chi.
Gieueland 141841.. 
I cago tiva.
FINE TRAINS
TO
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"-Leaving Louis-
Nike at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
couches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"--Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45-P. m., carries observat
ion
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksoaville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.,
Dining car serves all meals en route.,
Via the "Land of tilt Sky"-Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co--
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 3tst,
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land at
the-SW-end "Sapphire-- Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.,
Rineerson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati. 0.
•
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R. •
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cinunnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg.
Gulfport, Kiss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orkane Feb.
57, 'o6. Gulfport is • Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
Om% steamship sailings from New
Orkans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for dereriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Gnome.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
8. 8. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4•00 p. in. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs,. with con-
nections at Memphis frum Cincinnati
end Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south ttl New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop
-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vecti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car. hervice. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central . Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Francisco as follmirs: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati and
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
,ei y Wednesday from Chicago.
Full ParticUlre concerning all of
the above can be had of agents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
vliinelles. or by addressing either of the
undersigned,
Riggs, Jo D. P. A., Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-
e. 
A. Scott, A. G. P. A,, Mete
131.6.. . U. HANSONo,. P. T.niitag
9. G. HATCH, G. P. A..
Chicago. 
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HE WAS UNIQUE.
STEMPEL'S WA? or TELLING
THE TRUTH.
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said from
the very first, was absolutely unique.
fansy took all the credit for the &scow-
try, is he does for almost everything,
but be does not boast about lieu much
now.
Of course all the men in the Wiles saw
that Stempel was entirely out of the
ordinary when he owned up to • mis-
take in an entry that cost the errs over
$106 to settle. Stempel was calling from
Torn Piston's order book to Dixie, the
bill clerk, an.' he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at t%res cents when it alsoeld
him been eight Piston makes his
and 8s a good deal alike anyway, but
be's too valuable a man to fire and It
• 
seemed as if somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
and was in a great flurry about it, but
Stempel, when he looked over the book,
said at once that he had called it wroag
' and went and told the whole works so.
4 Well, the 
old gentleman utast have been
in a good humor, for he only told Stem-
pel to be more careful noel time. That
-shows the sort of tenor' Stempel was.
He bad the poeultaritt of IWO abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one tithe about 8temnel.
Abough. He wasn't extravagant with
the faculty of speech. One of thew
never-say-nothing-to-nobody sort et fel-
lows. Went about his business quietly
and soberly, MOW hashed. Or Imbed
much.
One Urn. Dtxtew tellhogn deft
about an uneks of his who eke ils Shag
swimmer. He said he swam ii Miles
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed a
log raft that had drifted away 'from its
malerings by a rope held in his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 15 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
woods, which he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into *of
course. He asked Stempel what he
• thought of it. I viten be was trying to
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
and went on addressing envelopes.
"Btit what do you think of Oh' Tansy
persisted. -Don't you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well," said Stempel, Slowly and so-
berly. "I don't believe it. No, sir, I
don't believe it. 1 know what the Mis-
sissippi current is and I know what •
log raft is to tow. I doubt if a strong
swimmer could make 16 miles in two
hours and 19 minutes without towing
anything. I duet want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
•• thing."
Of course thatUckled Tansy. As I said.
Tansy was always showing Stempel off.
He made a great pretense of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
see through him at thot and talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
us what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other--what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and. al-
though we knew that Tansy had cork-
screwed his opinions out of him, we got
a little sore all the same, because what
Stempel maid about us, being the truth.
hit us bard occasionally.
One day Tansy told me that be had
asked Stempel what he thought of me
and Stempel replied that he dicial care
113 say.
"I asked him ft that didn't mean that
he had not a very favorable opinion of
you," said Tansy. "and he said at last
that it did. Ile went on to say-"
I told him that if be told me what
Stempel went on to sap I'd punch his
head and that stopped him. I was hot.
though, and after I'd thotutlit it over I
went to Stempel and told him that I had
▪ heard he hadn't a high opinion of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that?" he asked.
"He did, and befte•e all the crowd,"
replied. "Now it's up to you to explain."
"Did he tell you what else I said-
what I based my opinion on?" he asked.
gently.
"No, he didn't," I said. "I wouldn't
stand for R."
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel, and
he told me. It Was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true.
I think it did me good. Anyway, I took
It and Stempel and I are good friends
now,
But It didn't end there. I told Wilson
and Dixie about it and the next morn-
ing when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
him what he thought of Tansy.
Tansy grinned. He thought he was
going to get a few lex:mete
"I'd prefer not to say," said Stempel.
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
know what Stempel means when he says
that, Tansy." ••
It didn't Tease Herbert, though. He
was cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'em what you 'think of me, old
man," he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
know myself."
"I don't think you would," said Stem-
pel. 
•
'I'm not bashful, old fellow; go
ahem'," said Tansy.
"it you insist on it I'll tell you," said
Stempel, who was rather pale. "I'm
sorry to say that I condider you dishon-
orable, inasmuch as you have betrayed
sty confidence in you, and insincere, in-
asmuch as you have professed friend-
ship for me to my face end make fun of
am to others. I don't consider you de-
cent. If it's the plain truth you want,
there you have it."
Mort and sweet, wasn't it? It ought
to have done Tansy good if it didn't."-
Chicago Record-Herald.
BRITISH SHELL OF 1812.
1
Baltimore an Brings Up in Fish
Net Relic of the Rev-
olution.
An interesting relic of the war of 1813
was recently hauled from the depth of
Curtis bay, in a fish seine by B. R. Stull,
of this city, says the BalUmore Ameri-
can. The relic is a shell which is sup-
posed to have been dropped overboard
from one of the British warships which
assailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort Mc ry,
where the ordnance officers pronou
it a shell of English make, and also in-
formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.
Stoll was dgtermined to And out what
Was inside, and, placing it under water,
he carefully bored through the bell
metal up. When the cap was removed
about a gill of black powder, which lean
good condition, came out. There was
something else inside, so Mr. Stull con-
tinued to dig, and at last dislodged 176
leaden bullets, each about five-eighths
of an Inch in diameter, which had-been
firmly embedded in brimstone.
The shell is Ave and live-eightlis
Inches in diameter and, with its con-
tents, weighs 22% pounds.
It was alp leaved by Mr. Stall that
th woodili" cap leas isipoF thi.
algiaC4 
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being to place the cap on shell, with
a Sue leading through the cap and the
bell metal to the interior of the shelL
The powder c.harge for the gun was thee
either tied or wrapped around the out-
Site at the weesten cap awl Ube whole
placed in the gun. When the-latter was
discharged the powder limbed the fuse,
which is turn carried a spark to the
wder la the The *part reach-
ing the brimstone caused a gas to
form, and this exploded the shell, the
leaden bullets causing the destruction.
GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
New Line Of Business That Is
 
Weeileoll in Connection with
the Florist's.'
"Crape pullers get a 20 per cent
commission," said the conservative
florist. "That commission comes oft
"the flowers, though," he added, sneer-
ing.
"What is • crape puller?"
"A crape puller Is • man -who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, calls on all the bereaved
families and solicits orders for flow-
ers for the funeral. We call such a
man a crape puller contemptuously,
pretending that he gets indoors by
yanking the crape which hangs from
the door bell.
"A good many florists encourage
crape pulling-in fact, live on it
They have booklets, illustrated with
photographs, that tell all about the
various designs they make With
these booklets tn. crape puller can
solicit orders in an intelligible way.
"We conservatives don't encourage
crape pulling. We consider It unseem-
ly and indecorous in the first place,
tad in the second place, since the big
!commission comes not out of the
I pocket of the Aortae but off the or-
der of the purcbaser, we consider it a
little dishonest But death is always
with us e loriste must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundreds weekly."
. Tempered with Mercy.
Niobraty Jake (leader of 'vigilantes)
-0* eager. Pete, yen 'n ornery, sneakin'
hoes thief 'ad don't d'sarve no Marcy
whatnumever; but th' boys 'ye decided
t' give ye a ch'iee atter' suicide and a
violent -death. Now, w'ich d' ye prefer?
P-russit. - _ _ ) •
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
CANNON STOPS HAIL I
Nowadays you're likely to find •
modern heating plant in almost any
corner of the world, no matter how re
mote it may be, said a representative
of • prominent beating appliance man-
ufactory.
Not so very long ago our company
was asked to make an estimate for
putting in a 'modern steam plant In a
sod house on a lonesome ' Nebraska
ranch. I saw the house, and while its
exterior was not very prepossessing.
Its interior was most comfortably fit-
ted up and fityntshed. It had six
rooms, I think, all of them liberal 111
sir" and fitted out in a modern way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. He
merely hadn't got around to building
a,wood, stone or brick residence. His
sod house is located about 40 miles
from a railroad and in a lonesome
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement.
Wife ( returned from church to her
husband, who had stayed at home)-
You should have heard Dr. Doe's see
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made sucb
a profound impression on me. I
think it will make a better woman 01
me as long as I live.
Husband-oid you walk home?
"Oh, no; I took a car, and, do you
know, John, the cooductor never asked
me for my fare, and so I saved III
nickel. Wasn't I lucky?"-Chicago
Journal
SATDIFACTORY RESULTS OF EX-
PERIMENTS IN FRANCE.
Parsimony in Church.
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar
hag. In the course of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm' of
nature his, it were an offering far
too small," at the same time grop
ing in the recesses of his trousers
for the threepenny-bit which he knows
to be there.-Vanity Fair.
Damage from Storms \Abeolutsdy
Checked in Localities, !Mara
Firing Has Bees '-
Dena
Linguistic "Hellos."
The long-distance telephone system
In Berlin reaches distant capitals like
St-Petersburg, Vienna, Paris Rome
and Brussels. The operators are meet-
ly women who Sr. proficient in the
languages of the peltselpal osouptriee
of traps. Thee() Mgt* iiiined and
well-educated women are employed at
0.041.0. 1111. 12_11"L
The cannon defense against hail
arms the subject of a report to the
date department by United States
iisur-63, at. Lyon, France. Tbe
Hall Cannon ety of Limas has
prepared a report u the use of the
cannon during the 'aat year. The re-
port deals wit experience of 28
cannon-firing societies, which used 462
cannon in a number of storms. It ap-
pears that during the 15 years prior
to the use of cannon the losses from
hail amounted to about $3,088,000, and
that daring the five years in 
whicheanuon have been in use in the same
territory the losses were but 1159,412.
Daring the year 1904 the same com-
munes sustained no losses whatever,
a fact. attributed entirely to use of
cannon. The writer of the report
says:
"We base our confidence in the
efliotteX Id the tiring on the fact that
the thelider ant lightning ceased, the
wind abated and the donde dhap•
peered uoder the firing of the aanon,
end a mild tall Of rein and Nit Mow'
seecesded. These facts arra *WS*
hie."
The report reviews the rut.' of
ths firing in 28 storms d the
months of April, May, June, July and
September. The results are generally
he same-cessation of the thunder
and lightning, dispersion of the clouds
and a slight fall of rain and snow.
Where no cannon were used the hail
fell and caused serious damages. "The
communes not defended by cannon
suffered enormously." Is ispolhang of
one storm the report -says:
"This storm was literally arrested
at the east on the boundaries of the
firing. In the northwest and • little
distance from the cannon • hurricane
swept over the country with violence,
everywhere causing great damage."
The report contains several pages
on the storm of July 22, 1904, which
caused great damage in some parts of
the country not protected by the can-
non. This hurricane caused Incalcu-
lable damage in 29 communes. Two
communes, Loranne and Belmont,
were entirely desolated, "but they had
but a few cannon, one six and the
other eight They are separated by
a great distance from the country that
is provided with cannon." The mayor
if Lozanne, who is the president of
the society for defense against the
hail, wrote that his neighbors found
themselves upon the edge of the com-
munes where there was no defense
against the hail and were unable to
resist a storm of such violence. He
says: "During the first few minutes
of the storm the firing was followed
by the falling of a few soft halletones,
and everybody noticed, even in that
general storm, that the thunder and
lightning diminished as the tiring con-
tinued, and that the dimioution was
caused by the canaos." In several
places all traces of vegetation disap-
peared and the consternation was
great in the wine-growing communes.
The mayor of Belmont reports that
the firing was powerless in his com-
mune on account of the small number
of cannon.
The report mentions several locali-
ties where the firing was very active,
and it says the hail was checked when
the Bring commenced. In the country
known as Arbresie there were, from
all accounts, but few cannon In use,
and the destruction from hail was
widespread and disastrous.
In the great Beaujolais wine dis-
trict, where the country "fairly bris-
tled with cannon." the farmers say
that they found It necessary to fire
only on the boundaries of the large
vineyards, and that, as a rule, but
very little firing occerred in the' cen-
ter of the field. The consul says he
has met a dozen or more large wine
growers who assert emphatically that
they have not the remotest doubt of
the efficacy of the cannon to destroy
the hail in the clouds and to turn it
Into a mild rain.
-rbe use of cannon against the
hail," saes Consul Covert, ''will un-
doubtedly continue in France until
some authority appointed by the gov-
ernment shall assume control of the
experiments and demonstrate its im-
potency, if such a thing be possible.
The farmers of Arbresle, where but
few cannon were used, are preparing
to wage a more effective campaign
against the hail next year. Their
president and the other officers of their
societies are of the opinion that the
sole cause of their hymen this year
was the failure to use a sufficient
'umber of cannon."
The 'Strain of American Life.'
April 16, 1888.-:-Speaking of the
"strain of American life," W. do
dared that "every man is trying to
outdo every other man-giving up
modesty, giving up honesty, giving up
generosity, to do it; creating a war,
every man against every men; the
whole wretched business falsely keyed
by money-ideals, money-politics,
monepreligions, money-men."-"WItb
Walt Whitman in Camden," In Can
tury.
AN ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
Rare Specimen -orra Crockery Receatly
Discovered in the State of
New York.
R. Horraoks, of Fonda, N. Y., while
stalking deer during the last hunting
season at the Little Falls of the uppet
waters of the Sacondaga, near Lake
Piseoo, caught in a heavy downpour
of rain, was obliged to seek shelter
from the storm under the ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there his
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, brown boulder partly
covered with moss. Carelessly strik-
ing it it gave forth a hollow sound. Hit
curiosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
earthen jar.
The jar stands ten inches high. At
its largest circumference it measures
30 inches, and at its smallest 20 inches,
The circumference of the top or metal)
of the jar Is24 inches.
The vessel on the inside bears signs
of use, but the outside shows no trace
of fire, as is usual lu Indian jars. The
bottom is rounded. The ornament&
tion around the top is of the usual
style of the Mohawk pottery-that ia
a series of straight and diagonal limo.
The Jar surl bears the moss that-
gathered on the rounded bottom that
was exponild above the earth.
The far isA well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottcy, and to rare on as.
count of the-shape of -the top, which is
cut in three- "tlffles, forming three
points, which give ft a triangular ap
pearoece.
It is a singular feet that the three
largest specimens of Indian potters
now in the valley were found in the
lake region of the foothills of the
Adirondacks--the Richmond jar, the
Hanson jar and the Horracks jar.
The Horracks jar is in the possessioi
of W. Max Reid for the present and is
an interesting study. It Is not as large
as the Hanson jar, but to those inter
meted In the life and affairs of the
"original Americans" is of equal value
Force of Habit
According to the New York Sun, a
physician started a model insane asy-
lum with a special ward for crazy
chauffeurs and motorists.
"But I don't see any peUents," said a
visitor to whont-Mse-autosybile ward
was shown.
"Oh," the physician replied, "they're
all under the cote flgiagtbe slats."_
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
Genuine Republicanism Obtained with
Everyone on Equal
Footing.
It Is not generally known that the
revolutionists, bent on making Russia
a republic, Ore grounding their belief
that the Muscovites will accept this
form of government on the fact that
at one time there were a number of
republics In the present absolute em-
pire. Chief among them, says the Cou-
rier-Journal, was the republic of Nov-
gorod, embracing the immense territory
from the White sea and Dvina to the
Volga and the Sea of Peipus. Other
republics were the states of Pskoff,
Vjatka and others. They lost their in-
dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of Moscow,
In these Russian republics of old
real republicanism obtained, according
to the propaganda literature of the
revolutionists, now scattered broadcast
over Russia. The poorest citizen had
as much voice in the government as
the richest; absoluae majority at the
polls decided all questions of interior
and foreign affairs. When an official
was accused of wrongdoing all the cit-
izens sat in judgment on him and de-
cided by their votes whether he should
be retained or should lose his (Alicia
head. The minority bad to submit to
the majority in all things, and the
president or prinse, as he was called
elected for several years, held office
only with the proviso that he could be
dismissed at a moment's notice if he
misbehaved. Even the church author-
ities and the priests were elected by
popular vote, and all lied to submit to
dictation from the polls.
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
The Eleetern Hypothesis a Source
of Much Concern to
Electricians.
It apparently matters much to the
professors what matter is. Prof
Wind, of the University of Utrecht, ex-
pounds the electern theory, which may
mean revolutions. It is pointed out
that if by progress of experiment and
theory the electern hypothesis in its
ultimate form should, continue to gain
ground, if it finally Should prove un-
avoidable to accept' the view that mat-
ter consists entirely of electrons, mass
and momentum would cease to be
what they now are in our ideas, quan
titles strictly invariable. The predi-
lection and confidence with which sci-
ence has for centuries aimed at a de
sertpaies.-.o.t. the physical universe in
terms only of matter and motion were
based chiefly, though half unconscious
ly, on the idea of mass and momentum
being invariable, images or pictures of
invariable elements of reality itself.
This idea, says the Chicago Tribune,
fundamental to our whole mechanical
conception of nature, would shrink into
an illusion in the light of the new
theory. A great advantage would be
that whereas it now ISOPms almost
hopeless to involve electro-magnetie
phenomena In a description in terms
only of matter miff motion, the unity
desired in our picture of the physical
world would then be secured by putting
it in terms of electerna and Motion.
How She Came.
She had just arrived from a journey.
On the seat by her and on the one in
front had been two nice-looking men
with whom she would net have oh-
tected to conversibg from sheer weari-
ness. But they had somehow failed
to avail themselves of 'their. opportuni-
ty to talk with a pretty girl,
"Did you come by easy stages?" in-
quired a friend. -s
Recalling the two silent fellow voy-
eters, she replied with &shrug:
"No, by slow coarbes!"-N. Q
Times-Democrat
COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL
How One's Beauty and Temper Can
Be Maintained in Spite of the
Dust and Dirt. 7 to
Even more important than a knowl-
edge of how to appear well groomed
when at home is the understanding of
how to make the heat of oneself when
traveling. It is at such a time as this
that even more care than usual is nec-
essary, for what wIth•dust and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to teauty. Laca
of proper sleep is also Wien added to
the alreasiy long list of- discomforts,
and so, unless my lady 1.; really very
clever, she is apt to disccver that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights from the
train to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avoided
by the expenditure of just a little ex-
tra effort. For instance, a smell came
should be included in the list of neces-
sities, and this should contain six or
eight wide-mouthed bottles in which
the creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. If the juuracy is to be a
teibi -one, the lotions may be carried in
doncentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course it goes without saying Diet
the wise woman of to-day is sufficiently
Informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely ior the purpose of clean-
ing her face at such times. Tri3e,
grime and tiny bits of coal and ctn.
ders will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the skin in the Most delib-
erate and tantalizing fashion, and natu.
-ally the first impulse of the afflicted
ode is to vanish in the direction of
the lavatory for the purpose of remov-
ing these disfiguring additions. Un-
fortunately, however, the use of so
tnueh scrubbing and rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
race tender and thus renders it impos-
tibia to keep the comeleziola  in  _aay-
thing like a pleasing condition.
The use of the lettuce cream for
cleansing has been so often described
that it will not ,be necessary to repeat
the description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
lot so familiar, and one of these is in
the use of pure almond meal mixed
with a simple a^lution, the formula for
which has often appeared before. This
•emedy is made by adding to six ounces
of rose water the juice of one lemon,
one dram of borax, and one-half dram
of glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
benzoin may also be added if desirel.
It is employed by mixing it with the
almond meal into a thin paste, and
then spreading it carefully over , the
lace and neck and allowing it to remain
For a few moments. This can easily
arranged even when traveling by
hi., all cleansing the face with the
lettuce cream and then applying the
paste, and allowing it to remain while
the greater part of the toilet is being
completed. This paste may than be
washed off carefully, a good powder
dusted on, and the skin will look as
refreshed and improved as though a
good masseuse had been expending et
!torts upon it.
For those who have not the patience
'o experiment with the paste and who
persist in frequent ablutions, the al-
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the we-
er, will be found to be excellent Ili
place of soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
It Is En- "e Constructed and Hakes
an A. _____tive Rustic Ornament
for the House.
Dr. B. b. Griffith
phones eito at reside..c. Of ice lo. ,ire
a
.
M.; i to 3 P. in., 7 to P. m.
TRUEHE ART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the office. both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone
Residence, lig Broadway.
Phone izg.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
.7.-.00Int TO, xi and is, Columbia
PADUCAH, KY,
Dr. B. T. Hail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, rug
Nort laFtfth, Both Phone 335.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone IOW
0. D. Schmidt)
Architect and Superintendent.
aox Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 08 Red; New Phone 3a.
Paducah,r:, Kentucky.
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone zoo.
I SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corpore don and
Real Estate Law.
This is an easily-constructed stand
list costs hut very little. It may be
made either of . bamboo or rustle;
oranches. The bamboo can be bought'
it almost any nil an -I color dealer's,
and at most furnishing warehouses.
Three length of i-ultable height are
CAN BE MADE AT HOME.
required, and two circular ph
wood. Holes must be be
bamboo, then long br-
pased into the hole-
the wood. The
at. painted, P-
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by ta,'
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should have
Straight under
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—DENTIST—
Truehart Btindlnl•
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Bcutoti. Ky., mr bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room ita Fraternity Building.
New Phone mi, Old Phone 363.
H. T. liessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
130 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
O 
h7 to 9 p. in.s 8 to
 
i° 
a. 
m" to 3
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EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pas.k-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good service, g tar
good rooms, etc. Boats
Wednesday and Saturda-
For other informatio
Koger, toper intP
Brown, agent
V
•
e
otk
A GUARANTEE
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves our etore, that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordanoe with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is
filled in every in-
stance by a
RegisteredDruggist
WITH A LIFE
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE.
ASK THE DOCTOR
PHER SONS
DRUG STORE.
Saturday Morning, Feb. 3, zspo6.
ftLOCAL NEWS
-Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broad-
way M. E. church- is preparing 
erevival to ehortly start at , • ' cahalt
with assietance of Rev. J. 
l
't .;:' ."
pepper, of Georgia.
-Mrs. James C. Utterbece ;seed
invitations for a card patty rapre...-y
13th.
_Ars, Edwin A. Riverselaertaiie - i
invitations for a card parteeeigeoefeeie
net Tailredey at .her home. on South
Sixth ' e
-Services 'wore held ate8 o'elock
yesterday mooting at St. Frances. de
---Sales-ia-etslebeetiose--oi-
D•r• '
-.et them ng eeti of thelfturibcr-
kind Ty:el/helve* company irectors
at Nashville yes-erday. Mr. .Leland
tHume was advanced from sistent
to general meneger, eh* t'h * asia-
ante, office is. abolished. The board
autborized issue? of $3,3oo.000 addi-
tional Mock, for extension and; other
purpose,. Thor will build. a factory
to manufacture *all appliances toed
in the telephone Ensines&
-Moulder Dan Galvin has re-
ceived! fro -ri St. Ernes the meelat tie
iron and brass castings Won during
the exposition of 1904.
;.•
ABOUT THE PEOPt.,E
Mr. 11. II. Loving has returned
from .Louis‘dle, Madisonville and
other peke:.
. Mr. A. le. Moore, of Olvicago,
left yesterday for Louisville.
County Cltrk George Landrum, of
Steithiand, 1,eurned yesterday to his
home after :2c:tiding several days its
the city.
Rev. C. A. Waterfield, of May-,
field, arrived 'acre yesterday at noon.
Mr. Matt 'awls, the shoe man of
Evansville, is in the city at the Pal
titer.
Mr. W. T.
is in the city.
Mr. •John S.
man of Central
Yesterday.
Lawyer Jatee-e Coleman, of Mur-
ray, is 'here et legal business.
.1-aoyer A. Y. Martin will return
aext -Mond-ay from New York and
Wasbingten.S' •
Mr. Leel'*rec•• has returned fromOeineetots,Atd1 LI shortly move his
family here. lie is connected with
the I. C. tore department.,
Miss Jane Skeffington, of Dyers-
bhi-g, Tenn., arrived last evening to
be the guest of ,ers. George Flour-
hoy until tomorrow.
Miss Theresa Wittete has returned
from vitiling in Fancy Farm, Graves
v.•
fr. Calvin Lasher has returned
-Smithland, where he attended
the wedding of hie, brother, Mr. C.
Lasher, the lawyer and newspa-
per man.
Lir. L. E. Young, of Camilla, is
•iting his sister, Mrs. J. A. Wil-
ams, of Rowlandtown.
Mrs. A. J. Wekion has gone to
Parie, Lending, . Tenn., to visit eel*
son, Dr, Weldon.
Mr. Harry Marks is here from
Mason, of Mayfield,
Hollieote the coal
City, Ky., was here
77-`-'9991.1111rr
weather of the last few weeks was
broke ittuday with the advent of a
broken today • with the advent of a
falling at midnight and the ther-
mometer recorded 15 degrees above
zero at to a. no
Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 2 . -The cold
ests weather of the wintris record
ed today. At 8 a,- . *thermome-
ters registered one below zero.
Pittsfield, Mass., Feb. 2 . -The
Mercury took a decided drop in this
city today. Within TO hours the
temperature changed eo degrees reg-
istering 4 above zero thie morning.
• VERY ILL.
a
Mrs. James R. Stnith Dangerously
Ill At Their Home on
Washington Street.
••••••mmiftd1
The many friends of Mrs. Captain
•J. R. Smith wild regret to learn that
she is 'seriously ill at their home on
Wanton street near Fifth, as the
result of an acute stench of pneu-
monia which overcanie her several
.:Pays ego. The attack is a very
severe one as the doctors are doubt-
ful as to ther recovery.
This infoiniation will be received
with eivat surprise and, dee; regret
by her many friends, as Only a few
days ago she was able to be out upon
the streets, and many do *not even
known of her being confined.
THE MINERS AND
OPERATORS CONFERENCE
Though Old Scale Was Decided
Upon Dissatisfaction Promises
a Strike..
indlinapolis, Feb. 3.-The joiet
conference of the coat miners and
operator's adjourned sine die at 11:40
today after the chair had, ck-claved
Rob-
'bins a Pittstsurg
present wage scale be continued.
carried by 
to 
 
motion
operil:ynayto.bFry, tbaL tRcothnbe-
ats the 
ference it had been said that the
operator, had decided to ask for a
reduction of the wages paid the
miners. The miners had also acted
previouslry and decided that there
must be an increase of the scale of
wages or a medic . Subsequent to an
adjournment of the conferenct. the
national convention of the miners
Sad a meeting and took action, but
tleere is -no 20110U11Cepent thereof.
li is believed that the decision of 'the
conference for a coutinirance of the
present scale of wages was cdn-
dennted and that a strike was cre-
'Acted upon. In a few days this may
be apparent, as the miners are die.
satisfied over. the result of the con-
ierehte.
a. '00 • 
Sant Road to Advancement.
Bus-Art-What did you do to get
your sentry raised?
iFtroW11-1 worked. ,
The General Verdict
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
The Louisville Bar Association has
!elan up the case of Aaron Kohn,
vete a certainty of a whitewash. If
the ibar would win, the respect of the
people it _would rid iteelf of all such
cattle, 'tot only in Louisville but all
over the state.
Mrs. John Dean has returned
from visiting relative, at Halls,
Tenn.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR .RENT-Srx-room cottage,
Nip. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT-Rooms eitlier furn-
ished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
North Seventhtstreet; a most desire.
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
WANTED-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good cluaracter and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond Honsee.Pliducah, Ky.
WANTEli--dentleman or lady
with good reference, to travel • for
firm of $25o.000 capital. Salary $1,-
1,72 per year and expenses; salary
paid weekly and expenses advanced.
Address with stimp. J. A. Alexan-
der. Paducah, Ky*.
„AGENTS-Ierminoto nameplates.
loignsi -numbers: readable darkest
nights: easily solk profits large;
' somples free. Wright Sepply Co.,
Etiglewoiel, In.  •
I 4,cr,0 o
4c 
44,
SOULE'S BALM
FOR THE SKIN
SOULES
4Liver Capsules
r Torpid Liver and Malaria
HAVE OBTAINED FROM
BFTTIE SOULE TH7. PRIV
MAKE AND SELL
L KNOWN AND EX-
#FPARATIONS, AND
gag TI-TEM IN THEIR
A0FC;fieM, AS INTRO-4:4D4ropr• FOR YEARS
•ktiT31, DR,. NELSON
.EGE
HES
STIVLE.!Pr Ca. 4
c? SIALK
DrOliv 4- F'
ei Coss
11117(d Broadway,
Mrs. Hattie Taylor has gone to
Mayfield to reside. es
Mrs. Henry J. Foreman has gone
for a visit in Ktetawa.
1 MN.. Angie Simmons, of Wickliffe,
lis in the city, where she was called
Ihy!the feat illness of her cousin,
1 Ntiss Fannie Singleton, who will beburied today. -
' Mr Jelin W. McKnight goes to
Terre Hatee, W., today to visit his.
&politer, Mrs. Lena Black. ,
Man.ager /I: C. 'Mocks, of the
Rhodes-Burford house, returned yes-
terday from Grand Rapids, Mich,
and Chicago, where he has been for
two weeks.
Air. F. W. Harlow, Assistant gen
eral passenger agent of the I. C.,
eas here yesteiday conferring with
General Agent John T. Donovan
regaleing plans fag betterment of
the service whicrh the road is ad-
vancing to keep pace with the lead-
ing lines of the country.
Mrs. Lizzie Meacham. of Chris-
tion county, arrived yesterday, being
called here by the death of her broth
er, Mir. George I.escher.
Rev. G. McNeilly yesterday re-
,turned to Russellville, Ky., after as-
sisting in the First 'Baptist church
revivals here.
Maier J. ,H. Asticraft went to
lestrivville yesterday.
Mr. • Robert Black has returned
from Pittsburg. Pa.
Hon. James M. Lang is in Frank-
fort on business. _
Alderman E. E. Bell yesterday
went down the-river to buy timber.
THE KENTUCKY
B.
TELEPHONE sall.
MATINEE AND NtGHT.
•
day, Feb'y 6
E. FOrrester Presents the chewer
Comedians
YORKE& ADAMS
in the
MUSICAL COMEDY
yest y went to..cteekseek, Tenn., Bankers & BrokersTdaer Cherie emir Adine Morton
to s4it Mrs. G. H. Warneloin.
M4 Ethel Morrow today goes to
New ork to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Dixere.Watts.
Mr.. Frank Jones. the hardware
man, AO sister, Miss Fannie, return
ed yisOrday from the South.
.Mrt.,'',George Flournoy returned
from Mayfield yesterday.
JERI/ COLD.
Thermoraetor Took Quite a Drop in
1;aventy-Four Hours.
t•
Quite a fail in the thermometor
soccurredl yesterday and last night,
and this miorning at 2 o'clock the
mercury registered as degrees. The
change came quite soddenly and
seems to lie Alba- tail end of a cold
wave which struck the North and
nest area in som,e places carried the
mercury down to about zero.
The preilktiems for today are fair
and warmer.
DROP OF ABOUT
FORTY DEGREES
Cold Wave Hits New York-I2 10
20 Below in Mountains of •
State.
•
Pittsburg, N. Y., Feb. 2 .
graphic reports from the Adirondack
regions today stdtc thet the tem,
perature dropped about 40 degrees
there last night. 'Yesterday it was
almost like April throughout the
the Cher-
to 20 de-
North Woods, but today
mometer registers from 12
grecs below zero.
New York, Feb. 2 . -The mild
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
An Optical Treat in Scenery, Cos-
tumes, Electric Effects
Company of 47. Chours of 3o. 2 pkgs. Macaroni or Spaghetti ..zsc •
extra Fancy Mackerel for  25c I
Prices: Matinee, children esc; cans a-th. Tomatoes for 15e I
adults, soc Night prices: 25c, 35c, Primer Rolled Oats, per pkg.  tot
50C, 75C and $t .00. Extra Fancy Apples, per plc.  sotSeats on sale Monday at 9 a. hi- 
 Fancy Russet Oranges, per closeisc
Fancy Lemons, per dozen
SAVED BABY
LION'S LIFE
Untold Suffering and Constant
Misery—Awful Sight From that
Qreadful Complaint, Infantile Ec-
*la—Commenced at Top of his
Head ,and Covered Entire Body.
MOTHER PRAISES
CUTICURA REMEDtES
"Our baby had that dreadful coin-
plaint, Infantile Eczema, which afflicted
him for several months, commencing at
the tap of his head, and at last covering
his irbole body. His sufferings were
untold and constant misery, in feet,
than waa nothing we would not hams
done to have given him rad. The
family doctor seemed to bti whoa,
incapable of coping with the case, sad
after various experiments of his, which
resulted in no benefit to the child, we
sent to Mason, Ill., to a druggist and got.
a full set of the Cuticure Remedies and
applied as per directions, and he began
to improve immediately, and in about
three or four days began to show a
brighter spirit and laughed, for
the first time in a year. n about ninety
days he was fully recovered, with the
exception of a rough skin, which is
gradually disappearing, and eventually
NALL be replaced by a healthy one.
"Praise for the Cuticura Remedies
hos always been aur,trojAeasure,
arid there ill nothing too that we
could say in their favor, or they cer-
tainly paved our baby's life, for he was
the moot awful sight that I ever beheld,
prior to the treatment of the Cuticurs
Remedies. Mrs. Maebelle Lyon, 1826
trop5leten Ave., Parsons, Kan., July 18,/ I
COMPLETE TREATMENT $4
ex tt,r,int andinternattreat-
spent for every humor, consisting of
Cutieura Soap, Ointmenteand Pills, may
now be had for one dollar. A single
set is often sufficient to cure the most
torturing, disfiguring, itching, burning,
and scaly humors, els:ernes, rashes, end
irritations, from infancy to age, when
all elms talks.
on vont. a Mr, Offlun., eon ?ma. Inass.
Owen= anti PM an and Ilireuglboie
lino 'Dm likle
ENGLERT&BRYANT
BIG VALUE LIST,
SAT, FEB, 3, ONLY
The Famous White
sack 
Four
tare usingil=
Why Not you?
Dove Flow, per
Toe
in Paducah
Powder,
I can free with every sack of
White Dam- Flour
4 thre Fresh Soda Crackers for . 25C
2 pkgs. Saratoga Flakes for ....25c
3 pkgs. Vattila Waferi, for 25C
6 pkgs. Una Biscuit for ssc
3 tbs. Ilitic.higon Navy Beane for tor
4 pkgs. 5c Gloss Starch for IOC
i-lb. can Baked Beans for 
 5c
3 cans 3 lb Fancy Sauer KraUt ac
5 Ms, Chcged Hominy for zoc
s. lbs. Flake Hominy for sac
3 lbs. Lirna Beans for
Fancy Lotus Can Peas
a cane Thistle Peas  
4 cans Standard Corn  
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides,
OSTEOPATH
603,/j Broadway
Phones, old 143z. New, Ai.
20C
'Sc
25C
25C
Fresh Roasted Rio -Coffee, per !Dam
3 CELS Pie Peaches for .. . ssr
I can Fancy California Peaches..tsc
tor I
Fancy Bananas, per dozen sec I
Fancy Irish Potatoes, per ph. 20C
ENGLERT
alt, BR.YANT
S. P. POOL. L 0 STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. 150
203-205 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.
For Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN. RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME 'TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works r
SOLE AGENT, ifiog TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
013MC11.PeerleSgilt[lt
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS-.
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS. 
•
PORCILLA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBItiO.
Both Phones 201. 132 80111111 F ourth St., 335 Kentucky Avenue.
the Buffet •
207 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
P;ducah Transfer Company
ancor ooratedJ
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Canapb0-11 Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditi I • Adjusting, Opening
or Closing iks. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, UN--Expert Accountant, U8 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
- Of Paducuth, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $1/5150:2(34:3,i
ED P. NOBLE, PRES.O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays •
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposita.. Safety boxes in fir a,
proof vault for rent at $3 to Su' per year as to size. You carry resat o. ne
key and no one but yourself has access.
TRAD[WATER COAL LNUUMTP 132C BIgHEL
PROMPT DELIVERY. BOTH PHONES 254 ,
Foot of Iva
 f
OStHreleOt. TIT3 Kentucky Coal Co.
•
•
4
sr 4-
q iof 47 A e .9 Jr
Incorporated.
• -A
•
